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One year later
Cheerleader coach, Goodyear named in lawsuits
BY

j ONATHAN OLIVER

EDITOR·IN·CtUEF

C COI"t'RIGHT 1996, THE MURRAY STATE NEWS

Lawsuits stemming from a fatal onevehicle accident last year involving
Murray State University cheerleaders
were filed Friday, March 15, in Christian
County Circuit Court.
With the statute of limitations within
hours of running out, Laneia Meacham,
Miranda Niles and Heather Hudson filed
complaints against Goodyear Tire and
Rubber Co. and Michael Young, cheerleader sponsor nnd assistant to MSU vice
president Don Robertson. Hudson has
since settled her case.
Young, who was driving the van at the
time of the accident which occurred on
Interstate 24 in Christian County, March
18, 1995, did not Wish to comment.
"I survived that crash, and 111 survive
this too,n Young said.

Daniel N. Thomas of Hopkinsville, however , more than likely cause a
attorney for Meacham and Niles, is rougher or bumpier ride as it separated."
The Gra nd Jury heard evidence on the
asserting that due to negligence on the
part of both Young and Goodyear, his case in April of 1995 but declined to indict
clients were injured and thus are due Young on manslaughter charges.
"reasonable compensation" for their pain,
Under Kentucky law a person has one
injuries, lost earnings and other as'Sociat- year to file product liability claims and
two years to file personal injury charges.
ed costs.
Thomas said Goodyear refused his
According to Kentucky State Tcooper
clients
r equest for an extension, forcing
Thomas Rottinghaus's conclusion of the
accident last March, " ...The primary them to file complaints.
Thomas said if the parties involved in a
cause of this accident was the driver's
failure to maintain control of the van fol- case such as this one can not reasonably
lowing an occurrence which would not settle within the time allotted by law and
if the party accused will not agree to
itself have caused such control loss."
Rottinghaus did note, however, that the extend the time period for settlement,
malfunction of one of the rear tires on the then there is no choice but to sue.
"Ms. Meacham and Ms. Niles were disvan was a contributing facto r in the acciappointed
that their claims were not set·
dent.
t1ed
within
'the one year statute of limita"The tread separating from the casing
tions,"
Thomas
said. "Due to Goodyear
and lodging around the axle caused no
wheel lock, or slowing of its rotation,"
Sec LAWSUITS/ 12
Rottinghaus wrote in his report. "It did,

Andy Lee/Statl

Todd Atchison, senior from Eddyville. e njoys a leisurely bike
ride while exercising his dog, Lazlo, In the Quadrangle. W ith
Spring in the air, outdoor activities w ill soon be common.

MSU rethinks
housing issue

Remembering

BY AMY PONDER

Sorority, others mark anniversary
BY j ENNIFER

MANAGING EDITOR

POTIER .

With the flnal seven weeks of the spring semester dwindling
away, many students were happy to see the University's firm
stance on implementing a coeducational living arrangement
fade.
"I know coed is fine for me but I th ink if someone prefers to
live in a single-sex dorm they' should have that option," said
Nathan Steele, senior from Louisville.
The steering committee for residential colleges detennincd on
Tuesday that they would honor the reoccurring rcque!'t for "freedom of choice" when they
decided they would set forth
an opportunity for a single-sex
" /, along with a numresidence hall.
ber of other individu"Maybe this will give more
als at the Church. feel
opportunities for people who
were uncomfortable with the.
it is very imp.ortant
old situation," said Natalie
that students have
Flowers, a student who
the choice of single
opposed the concept last
November in an Elizabeth
gender living.
"
Hall Forum.
The fall plan now calls for
Rev. Te rry Garvin
combining one residence hall
for females (Springer), with
one residence hall for males
(Franklin), to jointly make up a residential college. 1'his rneans
that only eight residential colleges will now be included in the
fa ll model.
The Rev. Terry Garvin, associate pastor of the First Baptist
Church, is one of several religious leaders in the community who
has met with University officials to express concern over the
previous model.
"1. along with a number of other individuals at the Church,
feel it is very important that students have the choice of single
gender living," he said.
Garvin says he is grateful for the choice that is now going to
be offered to student,s and be hopes the University will continue
to respond to the needs of the students.
Robertson, vice president of student affairs, says the change is
one influenced by meetings with numerous University and community groups.
'
"We have been looking at the mission and vision and what is
going to allow us to move forward," he said. ''This plan gives us
a better chance to make a smooth transition."
Robertson says that this transition h as other positive aspects
in addition to honoring the freedom of choice. One of these
advantages is that eight facul ty heads, who will be in charge of
enhancing faculty-student relationships,have already been identified, so the the search can now be considered complete.
A large factor to be considered is the money that will be saved
as a result of having eight rather than nine faculty heads. The
faculty heads will receive a salary enhancement of $6000 in
addition to an estimated one-half release from teaching time.
Hiring adjuncts to flll in for the faculty release time will cost
Murray State between $1200 and $2000 per semester.
"Accommodating eight (faculty heads) will be more manage·
able with the dollars we have," Robertson said. "The ninth one
would have stretched us."
Paula Hulick, director of housing, says this the two residence
halls will still be broken down in terms of the number of spots

AsSISTANT MANAGING EDITOII

It was just one year ago that the unimaginable happened.
On Ma rch 18, 1995, disaster struck the MSU cheerlcading
squad when the van they were traveling in crashed on the way
home from the NCAA tournament.
In quick succession, tragedy again stunned the campus
when just s ix days later cheerleader Ginger Adams died of
injuries sustalned during t.he wreck. The e ntire communit~
mourned the loss.
On the first anniversary of the accident, members of Alpha
Omicron Pi sorority r eflected on memories of the1r sister,
Adams, by hanging white ribbons in remembrance of her.
Meredith M~ors, junior from Slaughters, is a member of
Alpha Omicron Pi and was close to Adams.
"We're using the white ribbons we put out last year for
Ginger while she was still alive," M~ors said. "This week we
are wearing our letters to support each other and her. We nrc
also wearing the red ribbons we wore after she died,"
"We are dedicating t his week to our sisterhood and her," she
said, "because Ginger loved the sisterhood of Alpha Omicron
Pi."
PersonaHy, Majors said t he week has revived many sad
memories, but she is concentr ating on the good times she and
Adams shared.
"It's been a hard time but with my sisters, friends , and
Ginger's family, it is OK," she said.
Jodi Flanagan, senior from Mt. Vernon, Ill., is a cheerleader
Scott Nanney/Staff
Whit e ribbo ns hung on the sign of the Alpha Omicro n PI sorority
See MEMORIES/1 2
serve to co mmemorate the m emory of Ginger Adams.

Starting forward dismissed prior to NIT
Racers d rop
first-round

game to Mizzou
Bv Scon

N ANNEY

SENIOR STAff WRITER

For most of the 1995-96 season, the Murray State men's
basketball team has been on an
emotional roller coaster ride
under first-year head coach
Mark Gottfried.
That ride came to an abrupt
end March 13 with an 89-85
loss to the Missouri Tigers in
the first round of the National
Invitation Tournament in
Columbia, Mo. However, the
ride did not come to a halt without a bump in the track.
After missing a chance at an
NCAA Tournament berth in a

heartbreaking two-point loss to Strickland said. "It was just a
Austin Peay in the Ohio Valley problem in that area and
Conference
Championship Gottfried had to deal with it."
Game, the Racers (19-10, 12-4
Even though the Racers• seaOVC) looked to regroup for a son ended on a sour note,
run
in the
Strickland said participating
National
in postseason play helps the
Invitation
program in recruiting.
Tournament.
''I think there are two things
But a decithat you're looking for when
sion to dismiss
you're being recruited as an
senior forward
· athlete," he said. "You're lookFred Walker
ing at does this team get into
from the team
postseason play and is the team
before
the FRED WALKER on television."
first-round
What puts us at an advangame, left it without its best tage in recruiting is that we can
defensive player.
say we've been in postseason
Murray
State
Athletic play nine out of the last 10
Director Mike Strickland said years. The NIT is very importhe result was a decision made tant to us because the coaches
by Gottfried and the 'coaching can still talk about postseason
staff.
play with a recruit."
"It was a matter of team disGottfrif'd and Walker could
cipline and team policies," not be reached for comment.

News

MSU unable to rebound
from 'oes of Walker
M t.\.lrav Slat8 ended the seasoo with
a loa&·1o ~ri tn ltle NIT.II beC8(n8

l)8infully obvious 'to MSU tans how v,ry

lmP9f18nt Fred Walker was. Here are
W81tCets $t81S from 'lhls season:

Games Started: 27
Games PlaYB<J: 28
SbQts Made: 80
Shots Attempted: 144
Percentage: 53.7
3-Point Shots Made: 4
3-Point Shots Attempted: 21
3-Point Shot Percentage: 19
Free Throws Made: 16
Free Throws Attempted: 38
Free Throw Percentage: 47.4
Offensive Rebounds: 46
Defensive Rebounds: 164
Ave .Rebounds/game :7 .5
Assists: 68
Steals: 42
Total Points: 182
Source: MSll Altlledcs

Here she comes...

Students express doubts about
the recently passed
concealed weapons
bill.
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After a year's absence, the Miss
MSU Scholarship
Pageant will again
return to campus.
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Ready, aim, fire

see CHOICE/12
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Champ vs. Champ
The women•s intramural basketball title was at the
stake Wednesday in
the North Gym.
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Volunteer at Campus Connection
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WEEK IN PREVIEW

The Campus Connection Volunteer Center, a division of
American Humanics, is searching for volunteers among MSU
students, faculty and staff.
Volunteers are needed to tutor in all high school subjects at
Fulton County High School in Hickman.
The Family Resource Center's "Make a Difference Day" is
Saturday and volunteers are needed to assist with the recycling
project.
For more information call Shannon Hall at 762-6117.

Friday, March 22
•Intercollegiate rodeo - West Kentucky Exposition Center, 7:30
p.m. Teams in the Ozark region compete for points to be eligible for
the National Intercollegiate Rodeo in Bozeman, Mont.
•Cinema International- uThe World Qf Apu," 7:30p.m., Curris
Center Theater. No admission charge.

Saturday, March 23
•Pageant - Miss MSU Scholarship pageant, 7:30 p.m., Lovett
Auditorium.
•International rodeo- West Kentucky Exposition Center, 7:30p.m.
.Cinema International- "The World of Apu," 7:30p.m., Curris
Center Theater. No admission charge.

Pictorial exhibit in Pogue library
A pictorial display, "Praise the Lord and Pass the
Ammunition," is on exhibit in the Pogue Library through the
end of March.
The exhibit includes photos intended to show the contributions
and sacrifices made by Kentuckians for the World War II effort.
The exhibit's title is taken from a popular World War II song
based on words spoken by U.S. Navy Chaplain Howell M. Forgy,
who was a Presbyterian minister in Murray before the war.

Sunday, March 24
.Concert - MSU concert choir, 3:30 p.m., Farrell Recital Hall in the
Doyle Fine Arts Center.
•Radio series- WKMS 91 .3 FM presents NGo Tell It On the
Mountain," 7 p.m.

Monday, March 25

Alpha Sigma Lambda reception

•Dinner - Annual English Student organization poetry dinner, 7
p.m., Pagliai's. Anyone may attend and read their favorite poem.
•Exhibition - "From the Shadows of the River," 7:30p.m., Clara M.
Eagle Art Gallery, 4th floor, Price Doyle Fine Arts Center.

The Center for Continuing Educ~tion and Academic Outreach
will host the Alpha Sigma Lambda initiation and adult student
recognition and honors reception today, 5:30p.m., in the small
ballroom of the Curris Center.
Several awards will be presented.
The outstanding faculty member award will be presented to
Beth Jones, professor in the department of elementary and secondary education.
The outstanding staff member award will be presented to
Carmen Garland, director of the Scholarship Office.
For more information call 762-4150.

Tuesday, March 26
•Meeting - Environmental Action Coalition, 6 p.m., room 251,
Blackburn.
•Executives on campus - The college of business and public
affairs will host 24 speakers during the 1Oth annual event (through
Friday). For more information call Robin Riney at 762-4181.

Wednesday, March 27
Andy Lee/Staff

Donate blood
Army ROTC and the Kentucky Association of Nursing
Students will sponsor a blood drive with American Red Cross,
on April 1 and 2, from 10:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., in the Curris
Center Ballroom.
Free T-shirts and food from Taco John's will be given to
donors.

Headstart pre-registration
Murray Preschool Headstart Pre-registration will be held on
Friday, March 29, from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., on the first floor of the
Special Edu.cation Building (across from the Boy Scout
. Museum).
Children must be 3 or 4 years old by Oct. 1 and qualify for
income guidelines. Children with disabilities are eligible regardless of income. Tuition options are available. For more information call 762-3262.

Anyone interested in trying out for the

MSU VARSITY CHEERLEADING SQUAD
should attend an organizational

Wellness center sponsors services
The Wellness Center will sponsor the following services:
•With the help of the MSU exercise science program, the center will host a nutrition and weight management workshop on
April 11 and 18, from 6 to 8 p.m. in room 106 of the Carr Health
Building.
• A stress management workshop will be held on Mondays,
through April 8, from 6 to 8 p.m. in room 105 of the Carr Health
Building. Participants will learn helpful tips on time management, diet, exercise and relaxation techniques.
• A walking group for interested individuals will be held on
Mondays and Thursdays, from noon to 1 p.m., beginning Aprill.
For more information, or to register for a workshop, call the
Murray State Wellness Center at 762-3029.

MSU Health Services offers ·
free confidential pregnancy
and STD testing

Health Line

March27
6:30p.m.
Curds Center
Theater

jonathan Mays, senior from Muncie, Ind., administers a stress
test to Don Kellkamp, student from Murray, during the Wellness
Center's Health Fair which took place Wednesday on the second
floor of the Curris Center.

for further information dial

Wednesday,

Clinic is Aprill - 11
3:30- 5 p.m.
South Gym, Carr Health

For more information call Mike Young 762 - 6833

This service is funded by the
Purchase District Health Dept.
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Pick up applications in the
SGA office today!
Applicattons are due back to the SGA office by
Noon March 26. A mandatory canidates
meeHng will be held at 3:30 p.m. March 26 in
the CurTis Center theater.

Positions open for election:
Friends and alumni may subscribe to
The Murray State News by contacting Joe
Hedges at 762-2998 or Orville Herndon at
762·4491 . A one year subscription Is $10
payable in advance.

This newspaper is printed on recycled
newsprint at The Murray Ledger & Times,
1001 Whitnell Ave.• Murray, Ky. 42071 ,
Photolithooraphy work appearing in
The Murray State News ts produced by
Lila McCuiston at Murray State
University's Printing Services.

•

MAGIC NEEDLE

TAToo's

- Over 15 Years of Experience "OnlyllcMIMdtdoo
lttllt
In c.tloway County

~

• Sterile methoct.
• Over 21 bright coloR
• Mllny deelgne to chooee

• Body piercing
• Cover-up 1pec1lllat
• No drugl or elcollol
• Muet be et le..t
18yura old

FOR APPOINTMENT CALL:

753-4748

GOOD LUCK
STEPHANIE!

~--

Murray State University
Murray, KY 42071-3301
World Wide Web http://www.thenews.org

The Murray State News Is distributed
free to students, faculty and staH during
the fall and spring semesters. Newspapers
should be available by 9 a m. on Fridays at
the following buildings on campus:
Currts Center, Winslow Cafeteria, Wells
Hall, Spar1<s Hall. Wilson Hall, Business
Building, Faculty Hall, Blackburn Science,
Fine Arts, Stewart Stadium, Physical Plant,
Mason Hall, Waterfield library, Industry
and Technology Center, Ordway Hall and
Lowry Center.

•Festival- Foreign language festival, 8 a.m.-3:30p.m., Curris
Center and Faculty Hall. For more information call 762·3419.
•Meeting - AA(KYCYPAA) meeting at 6:30 p.m., Ohio Room,
Currls Center. Future host of the Kentucky Conference for Young
People in Alcoholics Anonymous.
•Reception - Calloway County Republican Women reception/membership drive, 7- 9 p.m., Cumberland Room. Curris Center.
.Concert - WMusic of Women Composers" sponsored by Sigma
Alpha Iota, 8 p.m., Farrell Recital Hall in the Doyle Fine Arts ,
Center.

Monday- Friday 8 a.m.-4:30p.m.

111 Wilson Hall, 2609 University Station

ID UITRIBUI'ION POINTS

Thursday, March 28

762•3809

TheNEWS
M~:
HOWTO
LUa
News....................................762-4468
College Ufe ..........................762-4480
Sports .................................. 762-4481
Bulletin Board ......................762-4478
Photography ........................762-4478
Advertising ..........................762-4478
Viewpoint ............................. 762-4468
Fax ....................................... 762-3175

•Fair - Spring Job Fair, 10 a.m. - 2 p.m., Curris Center Ballroom.
For more information call 762-2907.
•Meeting- "LSAT preparation and summer self-study," 3:30p.m.,
Cumberland Room, Curris Center.
•Meeting- College Republican meeting, 4:30p.m., Tennessee
Room, Curris Center.
•Recital - Karen Wood, flute, and Elizabeth Kidd, saxophone, 8
p.m., Farrell Recital Hall in Doyle Fine Arts Center.

PRESIDENT
VICE PRESIDENT
SECRETARY
TREASURER
SENATORS OF COLLEGES

The members of AERho,
the National Broadcasting Society,
are proud that our fellow member
Stephanie Noles is a canidate
for Miss MSU.
GOOD LUCK!

Eyecare Savings!
Soft contacts, exam, follow-up care,
cleaning kit, and sunglasses

$ 99

Daily .,
Wear

$11 9

Extended
Wear*

* clear, spherical, Ocular Science brand
No other discounts apply

EyeCare

®~®©D®J~D®®

Dr. Kevin M. Adams
308 S. 12th St.
Murray 759- 2500
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'Gun bill not seen as threat at MSU
NEWS

. Match 22, 1996

BY BRIAN SMITH

"Bang!"
The concealed weapons bill has been
one of the most hotly debated bill's this
session in Frankfort, but has been met
with much resistance by the public.
In a poll conducted by The CourierJournal, 52 percent of Kentuckians
opposed the concealed weapons bill and 42
percent felt that it would increase violence
in their communities.
Students Scott Wright, Erin Babb and
Jason Dick do not feel that the concealed
weapons bill will make their lives any
safer, but rather, they feel the bill could do
more harm than good.
Wright senior from Marion Ill., said
possession ~f concealed weapons should be
an individual's right, but he thinks that it
will not pose too much of a threat to students on campus.
"I think that if an individual wants to
carry a concealed weapon they should be
able 'to, but there are many ignorant people around who would have one just

WKMS

my apartment," Dick said. "At times of
break-ins the gun that the person is using
Applicants for lhe concealed weapons permit
is usually turned against him."
must:
Under the general student conduct reg• be 21 years of age
ulations,
"the possession, whether open or
• have not been convicted of a serious crirTKt
concealed,
of any weapon including, but
in the past three years
not limited to, firearms, explosives, BB
• take a course which include firing a gun.
guns, throwing stars, knives with blades of
Also. there Is a $60 application fee and the
Jiscensing period lasts ,hree years.
more than four inches, and any weapon or
an imitation that could be used to cause
fear in another person is prohibited."
because they could," Wright said.
Joe Green, associate director of Public
"On campus though, I don't think that it Safety, said he does not believe the bill
will effect students very much."
will have any impact on campus.
Babb, freshman from Mayfield, said
"I don't think that this bill will affect us
that she doesn't think the world will be too too much, because it hasn't been much of a
much safer with concealed weapons problem in the past," Green said.
around.
"Concealed weapons are probably
"'t depends on who is carrying the gun," already there even if they're not supposed
Babb said. "I don't think carrying con- to be, so hopefully things will stay the
• cealed weapons will make the world safer. same."
I think people will start to use them out of
The final step preceding implementation
fear and it will make some situations of the new concealed weapons law must be
taken by Gov. Paul Patton.
worse than they arc."
Dick, junior from Benton, said ~ns will
Patton has said he will sign the con·
cause more problems than they wtll solve.
cealed weapons bill, allowing Kentuckians
"I wouldn't feel any safer with a gun in to apply for licenses after Oct. 1.

~noves

TA-r:

'

March 11
10:20 a.m. Lambert Vending Company reported theft of a money bag.
12:18 p.m. Unauthorized use of the laundry room at 300 Block College
Courts was reported.
5:38 p.m. Murray Gas System busted a water main at at 16th and
Hamilton Avenue.
March 13
12:58 a.m. An auto accident occurred at the Expo Center. Shannon D.
Jackson was injured and cited for DUI. He was admitted to the hospital,
and then taken to jail at 11:28 a.m. on March 15.
March16
1:30 a.m. John A. Cooper was issued a citation for operating a vehicle
when obstructed (was driving with five passengers in truck cab), no
ticense registration receipt, and not wearing seat belts.
March 17
1:10 a.m. Zachary D. Ross was charged for possession of alcoholic beverages by a minor.
12:11 p.m. Theresa Groff was kicked in the face by a horse. Public
Safety took the student to the hospital.
7:10p.m. There was an auto accident in the Stewart Stadium parking
lot. No injuries were reported.

ahead despite funding challenges

BY StONE HuTCHISON
ASSISTANT COlLEGE LIFE EDITOR

March 8
1:56 p.m. There was an auto accident by Hester Hall Involving a
University vehicle. No injuries were reported.
9:11 p.m. There was an auto accident near Blackburn Science Building.
No injuries were reported.

Concealed Weapon Criteria

AssiSTANT Sf'oiiTS EDITOtl

WKMS is cutting costs.

March 18
1:00 a.m. A citation was issued to William S. Tucker for disregarding a
stop sign, no license in possession, no registration receipt ahd no available insurance receipt.
10:41 a.m. An auto accident occurred behind Richmond Hall. No injuries
reported.
1:57 p.m. A report was taken on a locker broken into in the Carr Health
building. A watch and walkman were stolen.

be instaJled in April, and
approximately $80,000 will be
spent on the entire project.
"The money for the new
transmitter has already been
raised," Lochte said.
"The old one is 15·years-old
and we want to be sure that we
have a good strong signal,
because we have plans to try
and get our signal to parts of
Paducah and Madisonville that
don't receive the signal right

KMS has started the
have cancelled some very popular
year off on the right
foot with a recordprograms and we have increased our
breaking fund·raiser, a new
fund raising and underwriting goals.
news director, and plans for a
new transmitter.
The station recently concludKate Lochte
ed its "Leap of Faith" fundraiser which resulted in the
collection of $50,000 in
cutbacks in money allotted to public radio
now."
pledges. The on-air fund-raiser began Feb.
stations. This year 10 percent of the sta23 and lasted 14 days.
Lochte said the station will apply for a
tion's federal funding was cut, and a 17 to
grant t{) be able to improve parts of the lisKate Lochte, station director, said the 18 percent cut is expected next year.
fund-raiser owes it success to the many
"WKMS is cutting costs," Lochte said. tening area, but this year promises to be a
students, faculty and area residents who ''We have cancelled some very popular pro· difficult time for applicants because feder·
came to the station to help out.
grams and we have increased our fund al money is limited.
WKMS has also selected a new news
The money raised during WKMS's fund- raising and underwriting goals."
director.
raisers is used for program fees to
Despite obvious set-backs, the station
National Public Radio, Public Radio, will soon have a new transmitter in place
Vince Medlock will be filling the position
Public Radio International and the at Land Between the Lakes. The installs· vacated by Donna Groves Haynes.
Associated Prest~, satellite transmission tion of the new transmitter will allow t.he
Lochte said Medlock has been with
fees and transmission equipment.
old transmitter to be used for back-up.
WKMS since his undergraduate days and
WKMS is feeling the crunch of federal
Lochte said the new transmitter should is the formerJ10st of Morning Edition.

JV,!

We

''

March19
7:56 a.m. Danny Claiborne, assistant professor of Industry and engineering technology, reported the theft of a lap-top computer. The lap-top
is valued at $4000.
3:49 p.m. Daniel Clemons reported the theft of $200 from his room over
the spring break.
March 20
2:35 p.m. Jocly Yonts was charged with fourth degree assault for an
incident occurring in Franklin Hall. The incident is under investigation.
March 21
9:00 a.m. Jesse Hodge reported the a theft of three computer chips valued over $300. The chips were stolen from a computer in the Industry
and Technology building.
Racer Patrol Eacorts- 5
Motor Aaalsts-13

Information for Police Beat was gathered and compiled by The Murray
State News staff from materials available to the public at the Public
Safety office.

page 4
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Congratulations to the
Fall Orientation Leaders for the 96-97 school year.
Shelli Bargatze
Dominic Barnes
Bo Barren
Kristi Beane
Dana Bellair
Bree Bichon
Robert Clalsdell
Michael Boone
Julie Boram
Allison Bowers
Cyndi Bowman
Alyn Brown
Vanessa Capps
Lisa Clark
Michelle Clayton
Todd Collignon
Kris Crichton
Bridgett Davis
Tammy Diuguid
Christy Dowell
Chad Elliott
Erica Fisher
Emily Forbes
Felicia Ford
Scott Ford
Liz Fryer
Jason Gibson

Melanie Gill
Susan Glore
Lawerence Gourdine
Timon Groves
Amanda Haynes
Adam Haynes
Crystal Johnson
Jody Kaymon
Colleen Klein
Jessica Leininger
Maria Locklear
Sherrie Lofton
Shanel Luckett
Julie Matheny
Laneia Meacham
Michael Meguiar
Daffney Moore
Stacy Moss
Denny Null
Sarah O'Connor
Katherine Page
Keyla Palmer
Jennifer Parker
Elaine Ratliff
Nathan Richey
Tom Richter

Stephanie Roberts
Kathleen Robinson
Michelle Ross
Erica Rowlett
Lea Ruddell
Renah Rushing
Dawn Sanders
Lisa Schindler
Christy Silia
Tori Squires
Sandy Stone
Jason Sykes
Betteenia Taylor
Tricia Templeton
Katherine Thomas
Shawna Thompson
Amy Varner
Jay Vaughn
Kelley Webb
Catherine Weems
Kristin Wessell
Nikita White
Monica Williams
Nancy Wilson
Heather Wilz
Mandy Wolf
M.C. Wooldridge

The first meeting will be on April 2, at 9 p.tn. in the
Curris Center Theatre, see you there!
I
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What if there was acampan in
Kentucl(y that cauld prevent his?
A company that would pay you more than $900 a month to learn
a new skill, and allow you to do it during the summer. You will
earn accre4ited college hours, during training, and upon
completion, receive an additional $190 a month for college.
During the school year, you could work part-time (one weekend a
month) and earn $110-140. Your work with the company would
be providing an invqluable community and national service and
in 20 years you can retire.
Well, believe it or not, there is just such an organization in
e~istence and we have more than 50 locations throughout the
state. We're looking for dedicated young people to be a part
of .. The Kentucky National Guard. Call Today! 800-372-7601
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VIEWPOINT

IN OUR OPINION

Take 'his' out of history

Choice must be

made priority.
The idea for a residential college model was frrst
introduced in the fall semester of 1994.
Since then the University seems determined to
move ahead with the idea without taking into consideration what the students want.
The concept looks good on paper and its success at
other universities is admirable.
However, just because it worked somewhere else
doesn't mean it will work here.
The programs at Harvard and Yale did not happen
overnight, they are part of the schools tradition and
history.
Murray State is an excellent school, but it is not
Harvard.
There are still a great number of details which
need to be addressed, and more students need to be
informed about what exactly is going on.
Believe it or not, there are many students on this
campus who have never heard of the residential college model, let alone what their role in the plan will
be.
The recent debate over coed residence halls should
tell the administration students need to feel like
they have a voice in policy making.
We need to feel like we have a choice in what
changes we will go through, how it will affect us, and
if we really want this or not.
The most important asset this University has is its
students. If you neglect them, you lose them.
The whole residential college concept was developed to improve the Universities retention rate. If
you want students to stay, you have to make them
happy.
The best way to do this is to listen to their needs.
The University has assumed the role of a boisterous parent who insists on doing what they think is
best for the "kids."
Those of us who have parents at home went away
to school to explore life a.s a young adult. We are
- ,..q uite capable of deciding what is best for ourselves
without someone telling us where to eat, what group
to play with, and where we will belong.
We recognize the administration is just trying to
devise a plan which will benefit the growth and
future of the University.
Perhaps the University should consider putting
this issue to a vote in the next student government
election, and give the campus as a whole a chance to
express its views.
Murray State will not deteriorate and fall into
financial ruin within the next year if the residential
college plan is put on hold for further examination.
Perhaps the University should explain to the student body why there is such a rush to get started on
this bold new endeavor.
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I attended the opening in those two decades of music
address at the Celebrate classes I could recall only hearWomen Confereftce. I went ing about three women who
because I am taking a special may have written some music.
topics course (Music 430:
I was never assigned any
Women in Music) this term and (female composers) to study or
Dr. Pendle, who addressed the play or sing, and when I asked
conference, edited our textbook my first music professor (at
and is obviously one of the Murray State) about studying
composition, he didn't encourexperts in the field.
She spoke about more than age me. He said, "Well, you're
music; she addressed the exclu- already married... be a piano
sion of women from the curricu- teacher."
As I listen to the tapes
la of many disciplines.
Whether such exclusion is required for class and read the
intentional (much less likely inspiring stories of Chaminade,
than it used to be) or due to the Clara Schumann, Jenny Lind,
lack of knowledge in those who and others who were known to
are teaching now is not the be fine musicians centuries
most important issue. We just before, I think, "Why wasn't I
have to start somewhere to taught this?"
include the half of the human
There is no question of the
race who have always com- exceptional quality of their conpoRed, researched, reasoned, tributions, except by those who
have not been exposed to it. I
performed, and contributed.
After reading the available spent a lot of money to become
literature on women in music, I only half educated. Paul
Harvey should know about
am angry.
As a wife, mother, and work- this!
ing woman, I worked on my
Students, you have a real
undergraduate degree off and opportunity to affect your curon for about twenty years, and riculum in a positive way.

When you take an arts, science,
or philosophy class, if women
contributors are not studied,
ask why. If you get the old
"Well, if women had done anything worthwhile, we'd know
about it" answer, question that.
Demand that your classes
include the rest of the story.
Until that becomes the mainstream, demand special topics
classes such as "Women in
Music."
Whether from the sociological
standpoint that women are half
the world, or purely musical
standpoint that these compositions merit study,to have taken
music appreciation and history
courses without studying some
women's works means that
your education is incomplete.
Have I joined the ranks of
rabid feminists over this? No,
as always, I believe men and
women are equally smart,
responsible, good, evil, and creative, and should also be equally recognized.
Anne Silkman
Murray
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Honesty is
best policy
My fellow editor, Mandy
Wolf, and I happened to find a
wallet full of money on the
steps of the Wrather Museum.
W e
j
o
k e d
In
about what
My
we should
Opinion
do with it,
but
we
knew
it
would be
best if we
took
it
back to the
news room

a

n

d

tracked
HICKS
down the
Viewpoint
owner (the
Editor
wallet and
its owner
have been reunited and are
both doing well).
After telling our co-workers
what happened, it occurred to
me that morals 101 should be
a new class taught on this
campus.
It seems a few of my fellow
·ournalists were more than
willing to give the cash a safe
new home.
I'm not saying the employees
of The Murray State News are
thieves, in fact most of their
reactions matched those o
others 1 have talked to on campus.
It is my firm belief the old
adage "finders keepers..." was
meant to be applied when you
find pennies, nickels, and
untraceable bills. It does not
apply to a wallet with a per·
son's address and vital statistics attached.
It worries me more to know
if I ever lose something I may
not be able to trust the people
around me to give it back j
they find it first.
I'm not saying if you find
something you should have it
checked for fingerprints so it
can be returned to the original
owner.
Let your conscience be your
guide and listen to that little
voice inside of you that tells
you what to do (unless that
voice tells you drinking goats
blood and raping chickens is a
cool thing to do).
Honesty is the best policy,
and it feels great to do something nice for someone.

Resist media Buchanan bashing
1 just want to say that I'm sick and tired will work for a quarter an hour with no
of the Buchanan bashing in the media. benefits. The benefits of this kind of "free
Buchanan has struck a chord with a large trade" is a booming Wall Street economy,
group of Americans sick of seeing their jobs which is great if you are a rich, bloated
moved overseas, or south of the border. international corporation, but bad if you
You (the media as a whole) attempt to dis- are one of the increasing number of
credit him by telling the public he is a right Americans out of work, or working two or
wing extremist. In actuality it is just the three minimum wage jobs just to support
opposite.
their families because their old well-paying
What is actually going on is that the jobs have moved to Mexico thanks to
media has been shoving extreme left-wing NAFTA.
propaganda down our throats to the extent
It is also ridiculous that the American
that most Americans have now accepted it taxpayers have to pay billions a year just
as unbiased fact.
so our bleeding-hearts in power can give it
Here is a good analogy: I once met a all away to whatever foreign countries
woman who worked in a sewage treatment whine the loudest in a given year. And
plant. I asked her how on earth she could then they want to cut Social Security and
stand the smell; I would think it to be nau- Medicare benefits, which the elderly have
seating. Her reply was that it was at first, paid into all of their lives, to balance the
but after a few hours of breathing in budget! How about curving foreign aid?
We punish Colombia for a poor anti-drug
sewage-trained air, your nasals get satupolicy by cutting off millions in foreign aid?
r~ted with it and you don't notice it anyrbore. In fact, she said that after she left I'd like to know why we were giving it to
the plant and started breathing fresh air them in the first place, when we are almost
again, it had a really strong, odd smell five trillion dollars in debt. That's more
until she got used to it again. See my than double the combined national debts of
point?
every other country in the world.
We've been fed so much sewage by the
President Clinton bypassed Congress
extreme left-wing elements in government recently to give Mexico $20 billion to bail
and the media, that when a breath of fresh them out of economic ruin, but who's going
air does come along (a.k.a. Pat Buchanan) to give us $5 trillion when our debtors
we think it is extremism.
come collecting? We need serious economic
The truth is that 20 years ago, Pat's reform and we need it yesterday.
stance on just about everything would
Pat Buchanan is the only Republican
have been considered moderately conserv- candidate willing to talk about real reform.
ative at worst, but we've been brain- Dole voted for NAFTA and GATT and is
washed into thinking a certain way over obviously in favor of these unfair trade
the years, and now have to adjust to unbi- policies and all Forbes talked about is his
ased common sense thinking again.
one issue: a controversial flat tax which
The truth is that Pat is for free trade, the places even more burden on the middle
more the better, as long as it doesn't allow class. Even if you were in favor of the flat
(and use tax breaks to encourage) tax, you still have to admit that Forbes!
American companies to replace American platform was pretty shallow on all the
workers with those in foreign lands who other issues.

Incumbent Bill Clinton doesn't even rate
comment. His extreme-left, pro-big government administration still nauseates most
of us despite the media's saturation. His
waffling State of the Union speech reminded me of "Live Studio Wrestling," and I've
seen better acting on "Power Rangers."
So what do these guys do? They try to
make their own weak campaigns look better by trying to paint Buchanan as an
extremist, a racist, and a paranoid.
If those of you who think Pat's denouncement of New World Order is a paranoid
delusion could please explain the situation
with Spc. Michael New, I'd much appreci·
ate it. New is the US soldier who was court
marshaled for keeping his oath to defend
the US Constitution by refusing to wear
the UN uniform and serve under a foreign
commander in a little known UN police
operation in Macedonia.
It bad nothing to do with Bosnia, despite
apparent disinformation; indeed, this political hot-potato was the reason our troops
were switched from UN to NATO command at the last minute before being sent
into Bosnia.
As in the movie "Braveheart" never let it
be said that one man's stand can't make a
difference against all the tyranny in the
world.
And if Pat is a racist, then why is one of
his chief campaign managers a distinguished Jewish rabbi and why is Pat considering African-American Alan Keyes as
his running mate?
Whatever the media says or prints people are waking up, taking a deep breath,
and voting their hearts and thank God for
it.
Brian Williams
Hopkinsville
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·World Wide Web popularity
·: surpasses other mediums
BY KELLY H ICKS
VtEWI'OINT IDITOl

The World Wide Web is taking the checkered flag in the
information super highway
race.
A recent article in the
Computer Reseller News stated
Web usage and popularity has
t become larger than two of the
more popular online services,
America Online Inc. and
CompuServe Inc.
"It's absolutely incredible
what is happening on the Web,"
said Linda Miller administrative services and information
systems analyst for Murray
State.
businesses,
Miller said
research labs, and libraries, as
well as many other sources, are
creating home pages, making
various information available
to a wider audience.
1 "We can tell the number of
j1 users (on campus) is increasing
dramatically because of the
1
1 usage of our server," Miller
said.
3
Computers in tbe Curris
Center, and the first floor of the
Business Building are helping
to give Murray State students a
chance to have Web access.
. "They are text access only,
meaning there are no pictures,"
Miller said, " and the computers are available to students
who have an account with the
'university."
There are general access labs
in Faculty Hall, and various
1 offices which are capable of displaying images.
"I don't know how to use a
computer well enough to get
into those programs to use it
(the
Web),"
said
Todd
senior
from
Anderson,
1 Paducah.
Using the Web is not difficult, and Miller said students
who have never used the Web
can probably get through it

I
I
I

l

with limited knowledge.
"Network connection from a
lab is quick and easy, you just
point and click," Miller said. "A
first time user will know
enough to get by in five to 10
minutes."
A student with a valid identification card can get an account
by applying at the Information
Systems Office on the ground
floor of the Industry and
Technology building.
There is no charge for this
service or the use of the labs.
However, students who wish
to have Web access from their
residence hall will have to take
additional steps.
"In the donn rooms a student

can get an MCI account for $12
a month for 60 hours a month,"
said Miller. "Modems have a
set up process and there are
people on campus who Can help
you do that."
Miller said prospective
employers are not yet concerned with applicants h aving
Web knowledge. But the Web
can be used for extensive
research and personal information gathering.
Workshops have been held to
assist students in learning
more about the Web.
Miller said more training sessions will be held if students
begin to take an active interest
in using the service.

!Jtl
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Contents of Web pages create legislation
adult material and declares
fact, or any Internet site
that
' ' Most Web users are children and
that elects not to participate in
you just can't put anything you
th e rating program will autoThe growing field of telecommatically be inaccessible to
munications is becoming a legal
want to on the computer.
children."
battlefield over issues such as
The rating assignment proceregulating World Wide Web
dure would effectively elimiaccess based on content.
nate adult sites from being
Legislation has been introaccessed by children, no matter
duced to address some of the
Todd Anderson where the sites are located in
concerns people have with
cyberspace."
pornography and other quesThe SafeSurf rating uses
tionable materials which can be
easily accessed by minors.
tion provider as "any person or ing the University to objection- codes ranging from 0-Z (0-9
then A·Z) and is programmed
, In the wake of the entity that is responsible, in able material."
Telecommunication Bill the whole or in part, for the cre"Regulation of the Internet is by the parents.
"Material on the World Wide
issues are turning to censor- ation or development of infor- nothing more th an censorship,"
ship, and the right of an indi- mation provided through the said Thomas Kimmel, a senior Web should not be restricted
more than print materials on
vidual to convey information Internet or any other interac- from Princeton.
using the Web.
"The sites th at could be the basis of its · accessibility,"
tive computer service."
Title five, section 230 of the
Murray State has taken pre- deemed offensive are clear ly said Sheldon Staats, a senior
bill acknowledges the impor- cautions to prevent the labeled before you enter them, from Louisville.
"Parents have the responsitance of the Internet's diversity Universities home page from and are easily avoided,"
and "opportunities for cultural entering any gray areas.
Kimmel said. "I understand bility and ability to monitor
development," but it also offers
"The University has estab- parents concerns about chil- their children at the computer,
protection for private blocking lished guidelines that prohibit dren, but instead of legislation or while watching TV," Staats
and screening of offensive pornography, or offensive parents should stop using the said. "I sure don't want government deciding what is appromaterial.
speech on our site," said Linda computer as a babysitter."
It states "no provider or user Miller, administrative services
Independent sources are priate for me or my family to
~fan interactive computer ser- and information systems ana- developoing alternatives to this view."
"Censorship serves to propavice shall be held liable on lyst for Murray State.
legislation on the Internet for
gate
ignorance, and validate
account of any action voluntarWeb pages created by stu- public consideration.
misguided
minds that believe
ily taken in good faith to dents of the University someThe SafeSurf Internet Rating
their
views
superior," Staats
restrict access to or availability times include the University's Standard, created by Ray
said."
of material that the provider or name on their site.
Soular and Wendy Simpson,
"Most Web users are chiluser considers to be obscene,
..We (the University) do not was introduced last year as a
and you just can't put
dren,
lascivious, filthy, excessively have any intentions of censor- way of letting individuals
anything
you want to on the
violent, harassing, or otherwise ing those pages," Miller said, determine which rating their
computer,"
said
Todd
objectionable, whether or not "we are just asking that they be Web page should receive, with·
Anderson, a senior from
such material is constitutional- mindful of the image they por- out government intervention.
ly protected."
tray concerning the University.
Using the SafeSurf rating Paducah. "You don't want a 10The bill defines the informa- They should refrain from link- "any Internet site that contains year-old looking at pictures of
BY KELl Y HICKS

VIEWPOINT EDITOR

''

Surfing with Censorship
In an effort to ..protect children on the Internet.• Ray
Soutar and Wendy Simpson have devised an
lntemet rating standard called •sateSurf." The
standard involves a nine-point scale with one being
the lowest level of parental caution and nine being
the greatest level. The basic structure of the
standard is as follows:
1. Profanity
2. Heterosexual themes without illustration!r.
writings, adult conversations; may include profanitY.
3. Homosexual themes without Illustrationswritings, adult conversations: may include profanity.
4. Nudity and consenting sexual acts-may include
illustrations.
5. Violent themes-writings, devices, militia, adult
conversation; may include profanity.
6. Both sexual and violent themes combined with
profanity.
7. Accusations or attacks against racial or religious
groups.
8. Themes advocating or glorifying Illegal drug use.
9. Other adult themes requiring parental caution.
Soun::e: The SafeSI.rf lntamet Rali!lg Standard
Chad E. Hokler/Graphics Editor

an 8-year-old being sodomized.
"I have a friend who uses the
Web and I've seen some pretty
graphic
images
on
it,"
Anderson said.
"The legislation doesn't caU
for censorship," said Jennifer

Davis, a senior from Paducah.
"It just gives people a way to
determine what they want to
see," Davis said. "I wish people
would use more discretion
when designing their Web
pages."
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Project offers chance
to "Make-A-Difference"

Fine Arts overcomes fire damages
Randolph concert to help raise $2 million for new equipment, furnishings

B Y j ENNIFER POTIER
ASSISTANT MANAGING EDITOR

Facelift

Bv SCOTT NANNEY
SENIOR STAff WRITER

early two years after a
fire caused severe
water and smoke
damage to the old Price Doyle
F ine Arts Building and Lovett
Auditorium, the original renova tion project to the old Fine
Arts Annex is close to its completion.
Dr. Roger Reichmuth, dean
of the College of Fine Arts
a nd Communication, said
construction on the old building is scheduled to be completed by July 5.
"So far, we're on schedule,"
he said. "We'll move in from
that point hoping to be ready
for the fall semester . in
August ."
FUND RAISING
In lhe meantime, Reichmuth said the college is busy
trying to raise money for necessary equipment and furnishings for the building.
The college is attempting to
raise up to $2 million through
three fund-raising efforts.
Headlining the list of fundra isers is a concert featuring
legendary saxophone player
Boots Randolph, scheduled
fo r 2 p.m. April 21 at Lovett
Auditorium.
"The first one (fund-raiser)
is an appeal to corporations or
people who might be in a position to donate a great deal of
money," Reichmuth said.
"Secondly, we made a general
appeal for donations to alumni in the college through a
phone-a-thon and by mail.
Part three is this concert."
ALLOCATING MONEY
"We're trying to make an
effort to put new equipment
a nd new furnishings in as
opposed to taking things that
we re
not
any
good,"

N

Since the summer or 1994, the Price Doyle Fine Arts Building has been awaiting a restructuring due to
the damage sustained in the fire which occured during normal renovation. The new facade is shown
below and is scheduled to be completed by July 5, 1996.

The new entrance facade will feature brick and limestone with arched windows and doors. The twostory addition will feature a style comparable to that of Pogue Library and Loven Auditorium. The
entrance will face east, whereas the Old Fine Arts Building's entrance faced south.
Reichmuth said.
because of the damage.
Some of the equipment the
"When the fire occurred,
college hopes to purchase they were 10 days into coninclude things such as recital struction," .R eichmuth said.
hall chairs, rehearsal chairs,
'"They were in the process of
electronic musical instru- tearing out all of the old
ments, computers, work plumbing and tearing down
benches, tables and cameras. all of the walls that were sup·
Reichmuth said these posed to come down.
"In that sense, it did not get
things are essential in order
for the college to provide its demolished anymore than it
students with a good educa- would have," he said.
Reichmuth said one result
tion.
of
the fire was the damage to
"Without our fund raising
the
new Fine Arts Building
efforts, students will return to
and
Lovett
Auditorium.
a new building with no equip"Lovett,
as
a result, came
ment inside," he said. "The
out
looking
a lot better
University received state
because
of
new
carpet, curfunding for the building, but
tains
and
a
new
stage floor.
nothing at all for the equipThe
building
got
completely
ment to go in it."
cleaned
up."
The $3.5 million renovation
MOVING AHEAD
to the old building was origiReichmuth
said the renovanally scheduled to be complettion
will
provide
faculty and
ed in the spring of 1995, but
students
with
a
new
entrance
was delayed due to a fire on
to
the
building.
The
renovatJuly 15, 1994.
ed
building
will
have
handiBENEFITS
capped
acessible
hallways
Even though the fire further delayed the college's and a modem computer room.
"This (new entrance) will be
timetable of moving back into
a
way to get into the buildthe building, Reichmuth said
ing,"
he said. "There was no
some things were improved
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UCB invites you
to the

Miss Murray State
University
S cholarship Pageant
March 23 at 7:30p.m.
•

In

Lovett Auditorium

Boots Concert
The concert is scheduled for
2 p.m. , April21 In Lovett
Auditorium.Tickets are $25
and are available at Betsy's
Hallmark in Benton, Keynote
Music in Paducah and
Princeton, Music Central In
Hopkinsville, and People's
Bank inside of Kroger in
Murray, the SGA office, or
by calling (502) 762-4516.
entrance on the east side
right after they built the new
Fine Arts Building. The old
entrance was obscured.
"In the old building, the
hallways were a certain
width. That doesn't work for
today's fire and access standards," Reichmuth said.
"In the old days, you would
have had a music theory lab
room," he said. "Today, you
have a digital synthesis analog computer room.
"The uses today reflect current needs, but there is still
basic instruction in the the
degree programs in the three
areas (art, music and dance)."

Rather than throwing those
useless notebook papers in the
trash, several local agencies
are encouraging students and
community
members
to
trasport recyclable paper waste
to Stewart Stadium.
Geri Johnson, coordinator of
the Harbour Youth Service
Center at Calloway County
High School said the recycling
project is part of a series of
National Make-A-Difference
days that have been held
throughout the year.
The project is sponsored by the family resource centers
and
youth service centers of the
Murray
Independent and
CaJloway
County
School
Districts.
Debbie Morgan, senior from
Murray is coordinating the effort on
campus by placing boxes to collect paper waste.
"I know everyone is not eager
to run their trash to the stadium, but there are some people
who will want to help disadvantaged people," Morgan
said. "It will not cost them anything but a little gas and their
trash."
Johnson said students and
teachers at Calloway County
High School have been collecting paper products for about a
month, and have nearly filled a
22-ton semi tractor-trailer
truck.
"Teachers have been tossing
papers in the trash, but felt
guilty about it," Johnson said.
"Now they have boxes labeled
for recycling."
Johnson said the project is

something the school has wanted to do for a period of time to
help preserve the environment.
After collection, the paper is
sent to
Paper Shaving
Company in Hickman. The
company pays $25 per ton. The
city council plans to match the
amount received by the
resource centers.
Morgan, who is a social work
major and youth agency administration minor, has brought
the recycling project to campus.
Morgan has placed collection
boxes in the Curris Center, the
social work department, Carr
Health building, Ordway
Hall, and hopes to
soon place one
in each residence hall.
Morgan
said she
g 0
t
involved
with the
project to
fulfill a
re-quirement for
her Youth
Administration
Agency
class, Special Problems.
As the only student in the
class, Morgan was given autonomy to choose a project of interest to her.
"I can't just do volunteer
work. I have to be on top of it, I
have to be the one doing it,"
Morgan said. "I got the idea for
the project from one of my
social work instructors, so I got
involved."
Morgan will work alongside
the family resource center and
the youth service agency staff
to man the paper collection station at Stewart Stadium.
Collection will take place on
Saturday, March 30, from 9
a.m. to 1 p.m. and will accept
all types of paper, , including
newspapers, magazines, cardboard, and white or colored
paper.

STUDENT
AMBASSADORS
ARE LOOKING FOR
MSU'S FINEST!

Do you qualify?

Do you have proven leadership abilities?
Do you have good interper sonal communication skills?
Ar e you proud to be a Racer ?
If so. apply today to be a STUDENT AMBASSA~OR! SLUdent ~bassadors
represent MSu in various ways. They host Fall Semor Days and Juruor Jam. h~lp wnh
high school/transfer recrwunem and represent MSU at recepuons and college fa.trs.

Requir ements:
• Completed 15 credit hours
• 2.75 cumulative GPA
Appllcauons and details are now available in the School Relauons Office (Sparks Hall) and
are due by April 5 at 4 p.m. For more infonnauon please contact Mallory McClure or
Randy Couch at 762-2896.

Be a leader
in Student Ambassadors!

.
The Murray State News
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Scholarship pageant to grace Lovett Auditorium
Then and Now•••
Pageant has long history
BY MANDY WOLF
(OllfC£ LIFE EOITOit AND

SLONE HUTCHISON
ASSISTANT COLLEGE LIFE

Eonoa

It is a night glittering with sequins and the
nervous smiles of 20 women with aspirations
of being the next Miss MSU.
The Miss Murray State University
Scholarship Pageant will once again grace
the stage of Lovett Auditorium Satur day at
7:30p.m.
In 1995, the pageant was cancelled because
repairs to Lovett Auditorium were not complete following a fire earlier that summer.
Jennifer Langford, executive director of the
pageant, said she hopes to see a large crowd
this year. .
•
"The girls who are in it are very involved on
campus," Langford said. "We hope their
groups will come out and see them."
Langford said she developed this year's
theme, "She's Gone Country," after seeing
similar pageants with country themes.
"I thought it'd be a good theme because I
wanted something that would be easy for the
girls to learn," Langford said. "It's a good
southern theme for our area."
Langford said it takes nine months to plan
the pageant.
Most of the flowers, plaques and prizes are
donated by area businesses.
The pageant usually makes enough money
to pay for the $850 scholarship awarded to
the crowned winner. Sometimes it cams
enough money to help next year's event. •
The University pageant has a long history
on campus. Before becoming a pageant, Miss
MSU was decided by popular student vote.
The actual pageant began in 1970 and was
a
stepping stone for the Miss Kentucky
Photo courtesy of The Shield
pageant
through the Miss America franchise.
Linda Brownfield Bryan, who now resides in Fayetteville,
Later, the University pageant affiliated
Ga;, was crowned Hiss MSU during its first pageant in
with
Miss Kentucky USA of the Miss USA
1970. The first pageants contained a swimsuit competipageant
tio n, but the section was eliminated after t h e pageant disThe larger pageants contained strict trules
affiliated with larger pageant corporations. Befo re the
pageant, Hiss MSU was decided by popular vote amongst that the committee felt were judgemental.
Rules stipulated that pageant contestants
the students and by the decision of H ollywood agents.

were not allowed to live
with a male before marriage or have ever been
pregtlant.
"We
disaffiliated
because we didn't feel
we should be affiliated
with something that
could discriminate," said
Jeannie Morgan, coordinator of student activities.
The Miss Murray
State
University
pageant is no longer
affiliated with any
pageant.
In
1970,
Linda
Brownfield Bryan was
crowned as the first
pageant winner. She
represented Pi Kappa
Alpha fraternity.
"It's a
wonderful
opportunity to raise
one's self esteem and to
go on to good scholarship
money
and
career
Photo courtesy of The Shield
Christln Quint, senior fro m Brookport, Ill., was crowned the
goals," Bryan said.
Bryan, who married in 1994 Miss Hurray State University. She is a n ursing major.
1971, was a senior history and English major from Murray.
and went on to the finals. She placed second
The earliest MSU pageants contained tal- runner-up.
"I was really kind of relieved that I didn't
ent, evening gown and swimsuit competitions.
win," Bryan said. "I felt like J had represent"For me, it was really kind of neat because ed Murray State really well."
I was surprised I won," Bryan said. "They
After receiving her master's degree in comhad a lot of good talent in it."
munications from Murray State, Bryan
AI; the 1970 Miss Murray State University, worked as an anchorwoman for several teleBryan travelled to Louisville to compete in vision stations before moving into a sales
the Miss Kentucky pageant.
position in Georgia.
It was here that Bryan met her husbandShe and her husband currently live in
to-be. The two worried about what would Fayetteville, a suburb of Atlanta.
happen to their relationship if Bryan won.
In 1994, Christin Quint, senior from
"The pageant had a lot of strict rules, but I Brookport, Til., was crowned Miss Murray
wasn't really worried about winning,'' Bryan State University.
said.
Quint has held the title for two years. She
Bryan did win · the swimsuit competition will crown Saturday's winner.

Twenty compete for campus title
STAFF REPORT

Sherry Mclain! Guest

T hese 20 contestants will compete tomorrow evening for the Miss MSU t itle.

Becoming a pageant
queen is the dream of many
little girls, but for one
University student the
dream will become a reality
Saturday night as 20
women take the stage in
the 26th annual Miss
Murray State University
Scholarship Pageant.
Kelly Webb, junior from
Shelbyville,
represen ts
Sigma Chi fraternity. Webb
is majoring in fine arts.
Christy Beane, senior
from Murray, is sponsored
by the Panhellenic Council.
Beane is an elementary
education major.
Deidra Holcomb, junior
from Murray, was nominated
by
the
Student
Leadership Development
Board. She is a dietetics
major.
Kristi Beane, junior from
Joliet, Ill.,
represents
Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority. She is an organizational

communication major.
Maria Tsataros, junior
from Louisville, also represents
the
Student
Leadership Development
Board. Tsataros is a broadcast journalism major.
Stephanie Noles, sophomore from Paducah, is
sponsored by Alpha Epsilon
Rho. She is an electronic
journalism major.
Michelle Brooks, junior
from Campbell, Mo., represents Alpha Gamma Delta
sorority. Brooks is an
accounting major.
Missi Markham, senior
from Camden, Tenn., was
nominated
by
Alpha
Omicron Pi sorority. She is
an elementary education
major.
Kim Sutton, junior from
Car mi, Ill., represent:;
Alpha Sigma Phi fraternity.
Sutton is an advertising
major.
Valerie Kotys,junior from
Troy, Ill., was nominated by
Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity.

Kotys is a public relations
major.
Gwen Hughes, junior
from Auburn, represents
Alpha Omicron Pi sorority.
She is an elementary education major.
Shannon Hodge, junior
from Newburgh, Ind., is
also sponsored by the
Panhellcnic Council. Hodge
is a dietetics major.
Chenee Coleman, junior
from Scott Air Force Base,
Ill., represents Sock and
Buskin
drama
club.
Coleman is a studio arV
graphic design major.
Maggie Sanders, junior
from Benton, is sponsored
by Alpha Gamma Delta
sorority. She is a communication disorders major.
Allison Burgess, senior
from Murray, was nominated by Alpha Sigma Alpha
sorority. She is a business
education major.
Jennifer Wiles, junior
from Calvert City, represents Alpha Gamma Delta

sorority. She is a biology
major.
Alison Hill, freshman
from Hopkinsville, is sponsored by Alpha Omicron Pi.
Hill is a pre-physical therapy major.
Lisa Mantle, senior from
Bardwell, represents Alpha
Gamma Rho fraternity.
Mantle is a senior recreation and leisure services/
therapeutic
emphasis
major.
Julia Boram, junior from
Marion, represents Alpha
Omicron Pi sorority. She is
a middle school education
major.
Heather Hawkins, junior
from Dixon, was nominated
by
the
Student
Ambassadors. Hnwkins is a
marketing major.
The winner will be judged
on grades, mural character,
and stage presence. She
will serve as hostess to several Univeristy eventR such
as Homecoming and Family
Weekend.

COLLEGE LIFE

'On My Honor'
Boy Scout Museum celebrates 10 years

Sorority bosts·week.:.long
service, sisterhood even ts

BY

ST-'Hwaml

REBECCA

BY SAlAH WICHT

Doun

STAFF WRITER

The only scouting project
even more prominent than Girl
Scout cookie sales in Murray is
having a birthday this year.
The
National
Scouting
Museum is celebrating its
tenth anniversary by looking
into the future with new
exhibits, but at the same time
is looking at where it has been.
Mark Hunt, director of the
museum, said several major
changes have been made at the
museum since its opening in
: 1986, including new hours and
' new attractions.
"The biggest change we've
made is going from being a
three-month operation to nine
months," Hunt said. "We've
tripled the time we're available."
Hunt said the extended hours
have had a "domino effect" on
the number of visitors at the
museum. The museum has
developed school programs a nd
complementary programming
for visitors.
Hunt said attendance at the
museum has increased dramatically over the ten years.
"We've expanded our audience tremendously," Hunt said.
"We've expanded our on-site
audience by 1000 percent over
ten years. [n the last six years
we've really grown by leaps and
bounds."
Hunt said the museum has
increased its outreach programs through the Spinners
student storytelling group and
traveling exhibits. Although
Spinners have existed since
1985, they did not become a
regular part of the museum
tour untill988.
•The Spinners storytelling
workshops have traveled quite
a bit i.n Kentucky and· Ohio,~
Hunt said. "Each year they
expand the number of cities.
They are pretty much all over

Andy Lee/ Staff

The Boy Sco ut Museum opened in 1986 and will cele bnate ten
years of service to the Murray community as well as the country.

t

the country. We reach between
30 and 50,000 people every
year that way."
Hunt said a traveling exhibit
about the Homefront projects of
Boy Scouts in World War II
was featured in the 1993
National Jamboree that has
traveled across the country,
reaching over 50,000 people in
a two-year period.
Hunt said the audience for
the outreach programs is
between 80 and 100,000 people
every year.
Hunt said one of the highlights of the museum was
rece1vmg an Institute of
Museum • Services Grant in
1994.
"That's highly competitive,"
Hunt said . "Out of the thousands of applications received,
they are only able to help a few
hundred museums."
Hunt said the Norman
Rockwell exhibit has been a
continuing part of the museum
since its opening. Several of the
paintings are a part of an
exhibit this year traveling
across the country.
Other aspects of the museum
th~'t.''ar~ ent:etih:g Uieir tenth
year incl\ldc the 360 degree
theater, challenge course, and
the outdoors ropes course.

Hunt said the ropes course
encourages and fosters teamwork to overcome the physical
and mental challenges presented by the course.
Hunt said the museum has
plans to continue and expand
its current programs in the
future.
"What we're looking at in the
next several years is what a lot
of nonprofit groups are looking
at: the need to grow, and to
increase the endowment that
supports operations," Hunt
said. "We're also looking at
ways to expand special exhibits
and the programming that goes
with that. We're looking into
developing more traveling
exhibits to send across the
country, including perhaps an
exhibit on the history of scouting."
As a part of the celcbmtion of
the anniversary, the museum
is displaying an exhibit titled
"Order . of
the
Arrow:
of
Cheerful
Brotherhood
Service," which details the history of the Boy Scouts' honor
camper society. The society's
members from five states will
meet at MSU in April for thei'r
annual meeting. The museum
will also be showing the
Homefront exhibit.

Da!'1ny VoweiV Phoco I ditor
Freda o.a.r. ienlor from P1lduah. recelfts •
Mary Kay makeo¥er Wednaday durin& Slama
Gamma RhO•• Slama Week.
~ Saturday Qight we will be hol~ the
~to Bill Dance,' which will be a semiforlaal4luce at the C\D'ri8 Center from 10 p.m. to
• fA.m.: Boanie Mimms, president of Sigma
~Doeaid.

•~·. 'If. daDce is open to everyone. The admiNion
~ • tor aemifonnal and $3 tor qsual. All the

....u.tioa.

~

raUied will be donated to a

charitab~

Conference addresses global issues
BY

SLONE HUTCHISON

A SSISTANT COLLEGE llf£ EOITOI

If you are a graduate or
undergraduate student with a
burning desire to address a
global issue having to do with
your country or region you are
in luck.
An international issues conference addressing global concerns will take place on April
'11 in the Currie Center.
The conference is sponsored
by the international student
service committee which is

made up of volunteer faculty
members.
Any University graduate or
undergradua~ student may
submit propos8.ls dealing with
social, economic, agricultural,
historical, environmental or
polit ical issues to Cla r a nce
Benes 440 Wells Hall by April

1.
Students should be prepared
to give a 16 to 20 minute pre§entaticniwhlcll lOC"Wfe s on how
the student's nation or region is
addressing a global problem.
The use of visual aids such as

video is encouraged.
The committee will a rrange
speakers in panels according to
region or topic.
"We are just getting started
so response may be small," said
Clarance Benes, spokesperson
for the committee. "We hope to
get st arted on t his sooner next
year like sometime in the fall so
students will have more time to
work on their proposals and
presentations. but right now
we ar e just trying to encourage
as much participation as we
can from all students."

~IN

8L0550HS
MSU Student with ID: $15
General Public: $18.50
All [RHESrERVlE[D) SrEfo\T~NG

:. Register.:fo-Win
. .,. . . . .- :-l-. L.-. .I I . r- T. .lo .,.~. ~
Heidi
\ theBunny!

Tickets available in the SGA office, call 762-6951

This delightful stuffed rabbit
Is three feet tall and comes
with her own cottage. Come
enter your name for a
chance to make her your
special Easter bunny!

~leet Heidi ancl

Sponsored by $~

Hopper of

Easter Town, U.S.A.
This pair of adorable stuffed
Easter bunnies can be found
with our selection of cuddly
Easter Town stuffed animals.
all under $1 0.

These pretty Easter baskets come
with free trimmings!
Get free grass, decorative wrap and
pastel ribbon w~h this special wicker
Easter basket. Three sizes are
available, from $3.99 to $6.99 .

...,.

.

c:::>

-rt~~
•s ee our great
selection of Easter
candies, Easter
cards and other
novelties to fill your
basket !

~~ADMOR£
BOOK-N-CARD -~·
Chestnut Hills

•Refreshments
served
dun'ng our
Open House.
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Racers golden once again
OVC rings sent
back, remade
by Jostens
BY THERESA BUCKINGHAM
REPORTER

The Murray State football team members got to wear their 1995 Ohio Valley
Conference championship rings for the
second time Wednesday.
Less than a day after the football
team's banquet, the initial rings they
received began to fade.
The conference title was the first for

now," said Smith, a base of stainless steel is coated with the
MSU since 1986. Head
native
of Memphis, titanium nitrate and colored through a
coach Houston Nutt "
Our guys were very Tenn. "They
(Jostens) dual-cathodic arc process.
said the players and
disappointed
because
Burandt said this is a highly sensitive
and
made
a
mistake,
coaches were excited
procedure
which must be done in a conthey
made
up
for
it.
(the gold) was fading
to receive the rings,
trolled
environment.
"I
wasn't
ever
but within 24 hours,
and coming off, and mad
"If there were a hair on the seal (of the
at
them.
the gold started to
the
rings
looked
vacuum
chamber where the rings are
Everyone
makes
miscome off.
coated),
it would cause a problem,"
cheap.
The problem was
takes."
"
Burandt
said.
The
rings
were
first brought to attenJostens agreed to remake the rings.
tion by junior fullback
Houston Nutt not real gold, but sun"They handled it very professionally,"
cast rings from Jostens
David McCann. Kalvin
because the budget Nutt said. "Our guys were very disapSmith, a sophomore
would not allow 10- pointed because (the gold) was fading
offensive lineman, said
his ring did not start to fade until two karat gold rings for everyone on the and coming off, and the rings looked
cheap."
weeks after the Racers' awards banquet, team.
Nutt speculated that the error was
Jostens plant manager Gary Burandt
but like the rest of his teammates,
explained that suncast rings are made probably caused by the rush to finish
Smith is glad the situation is resolved.
"I'm really happy that it's all over of titanium nitrate and gold coloring. A the rings in time for the banquet.

Making strides
.Doty thrilled to
be at MSU helm
BY M ikE 0 HSTROM
SPORTS EDITOR

Danny Voweii/Photo Editor

Jason McKinney stretche s during a recent practice at Stewart Stadium. The sophomore from
Georgetown, 111. has three Ohio Valley Conference Indoor track and field titles and an OVC cross
country championship to his credit this season.

McKinney paces Racers
BY DANNY VOWELL
PHOTO Eonolt

Everyone has dreams. Jason McKinney just
chases after his faster than most.
McKinney, a sophomore from Georgetown,
lli., has emerged as the star of the Murray State
track and field team after taking three firstplace honors at the Ohio Valley Conference
Championships Feb 23-24 in Murfreesboro,
Tenn.
McKinney's winning streak began last fall, as
he ran away with the OVC cross country individual men's title and Male ---...----.
Runner of the Year honors at
the conference cross country
championships Oct. 27 in Cape
Girardeau, Mo.
Being the top Racer performer puts pressure on him as
McKinney not only represents
V
himself and the team, but also
MSU. He says he has to constantly better himself.
MCKINNEY
Looking back upon the team's performance
this season, he feels as if the team can improve.
Assembling a winning team is something that
can take several years, however, yet McKinney
feels it can be done if they just keep building on
what they accomplish each season.
In the early 1980's, MSU was widely known
for its track and field program; McKinney
wants to see the team return to its former status.

"I believe that I can be the starting factor of
bringing Murray State back into the limelight,"
he said.
McKinney's demeanor and disposition make
him a natural leader for the team.
Head coach Bob Doty said that the team looks
up to McKinney, as they give him the support
he deserves and turn to him for inspiration. In
turn be looks to them for support and encouragement.
"I try to drag the others along as they push
me," McKinney said.
McKinney's passion for running emerged at
an early age. He started to participate in track
and field during the sixth grade after discovering a love for sports that involved great deals of
running.
McKinney said that he, as well as his peers,
did not think he was a great runner at this
stage, as his teammates performed better than
he did.
"I always felt overshadowed," McKinney said.
Intense physical and mental training began to
pay off for McKinney during his junior and
senior years of high school, bringing him to the
level he is today.
Running is a sport that can stay with an individual for life, and McKinney's plans do not end
with college athletics. He looks forward to competing in money events and has Olympic aspirations, but above all, he just wants to keep
running.
An exemplary athlete and positive role model,
McKinney continues to run down his dream.

Making the transition from
volunteer to head coach of the
Murray State men's and women's track and field teams in
one year has been a big jump
for Bob Doty, but the former
Racer track standout has not
shied away from the challenge.
The 1965 alumnus and
member of three MSU Ohio
Valley Conference championship teams from 1962-64
has welcomed the chance to
succeed Wayne Pate and
direct the Racers back to
national prominence.
"I've had a goal from the
time I graduated to come back
here and coach," said Doty,
who, at age 55, is holding his
first collegiate head coaching
post after an
extensive and
successful
high
school
career
in
Illinois.
"When I was
named head
coach, I was
ovetjoyed to .___......o;>;~~-=-:.~_,
have
the
DOTY
o.pportunity. Now I just have
to live up to the standards set
before me."
And as he and assistants
Rachelle Roberts, Brian
Church and Terry Harewood
evaluate the team before the
Racers' open the outdoor season at the Alabama Relays
Saturday and Sunday in
Tuscaloosa, Ala., Doty has
scored a perfect "10" in gaining
the respect and admiration of
his charges.
"Coach Doty knows how to
communicate with his athletes," said sprinter Dana
Bellair, a junior from Fort
Wayne, Ind. "His door is
always open for anyone, and
he really tries to include the
athletes in the decision-making process. He values our
input as well."
Mike Claycomb admires
Doty's ability to inspire people
to perform.

"'He has an open mind and a
strong work ethic, and he
helps motivate you," said
Claycomb, a senior transfer
from Owensboro. "I was a
decathlete
at
Southern
Illinois, so I want to do it all,
and he's supported every decision I've made."
Doty realizes the task he has
in front of him in replacing
Pate, who left for an assistant
position at Purdue, but Doty is
excited about leaving his own
mark on the track program.
"What I have to do is take
over someone else's team,"
Doty said. "Down the road, I
need to develop my own rules
and regulations for the team
and recruit good kids."
Doty,
who
directed
Hoopeston Area Unit High
School to second and fourth in
the state of Illinois and eight
100-meter dash state championships in 19 years, wants to
build a strong recruiting base
at MSU focused on gathering
local talent and gaining
national exposure.
"As we contact high school
coaches and let them know
that we're interested, that's
going to help," Doty said. "We
also want to strengthen our
indoor and outdoor schedules
to bring in better recruits so
we'll be able to compete
against the bigger schools."
Despite fifth-place finishes
by the men's and women's
teams at the OVC In door
Championships Feb 23-24 in
Murfreesboro, Tenn., Doty
remains confident.
The Racers are traditionally
better during their ou tdoor
campaign, which Doty credits
to the University's lack of an
indoor training site. An indoor
track will be available upon
completion of the Regional
Special Events Center.
"Our indoor season is tough
for us because we don't have
an indoor facility, so we don't
show well," Doty said. "We
can't practice the long jump or
pole vault, and we have to run
outside, so we use the indoor
season to get in shape for the
outdoor season."

Lady Racers catch breaks at meets
MSU 2nd, 5th
behind Steely,
Stevenson
BY BRIAN SMITH
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Without much practice this spring,
the Murray State women's golf team
had a productive vacation by finishing
second at the Jacksonville State

Invitational and third at the Spring Hill
Invitational.
The Lady Racers were led by Brandi
Stevenson, a sophomore from Bowling
Green, who tied for fifth at the Spring
Hill Invitational, shooting a two-round
total of 170 (87-83). Stevenson then finished second at the Jacksonville State
Invitational firing a 159 (80-79).
Junior Connie Steely won the individual division at the Jacksonville State
Invitational, completing the 36-hole
tournament with a 166 (84-82). Both
Stevenson and Steely were happy with
their performances, but were more

hoping her team would improve day by
pleased with the team's overall play.
"We did better than we were exp~cted day in these tournaments, but the team
to this weekend, and I was happy with exceeded her expectations when they
my play as well," Stevenson said. "We came away with two good tournament
are starting to be more consistent as a showings.
team and I think that will help us in the
"We hadn't had much practice because
long run."
of the weather, but we got in four solid
"I didn't play well at Spring Hill, but days of competitive golf in these tournato tum around and win at Jacksonville ments," Milkman said. "Our scores were
State was a big boost for my confidence," high in the beginning of the week, but
Steely said. "We came together well this we improved like I hoped we would, and
weekend considering we had so little came away with two top-five finishes."
practice. We can only hope that things
Up next for the Lady Racers is the
go like this for the rest of the spring."
SIU Saluk.i Invitational Monday and
Head coach Velvet Milkman was just Tuesday in Carbondale, Ill.
\
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Racers
zoned
out of

NCAAs
The Scott Edgar era is
fmally over.
Too bad Mark Gottfried
forgot h ow Murray State's
former men's basketball
mentor coached the Racers
to last year's Ohio Valley
Conference
Tournament
crown.
Edgar, a proponent of the
u p-tempo,
pressing SPORTS
style that TALK
he studied
as
an ~--------~
assistant MikE
w i t h 0 HSTROM
N o 1 a n '---------'
Richardson at Arkansas,
needed to make a change
after his Racers lost consecutive games at Eastern
Kentucky and Morehead
State.
Realizing his troops were
confused and tentative
because of Edgar's complex
game plan, the current coach
at Duquesne simplified
things.
Beginning with daily early
morning practices after the
Death Valley trip, the Racers
returned their focus to applying their aggressive fullcourt pressure defense,
which created havoc for the
opposition and easy baskets
for MSU.
Edgar's remedy helped the
Racers win their six remaining games, the OVC postseason crown and a trip to the
NCAA Tournament, where
MSU lost 80-70 to North
Carolina after leading the
second-seeded Tar Heels 4241 at h alftime.
Gottfried inherited essentially the same team, highlighted by seven seniors and
OVC MVP and Male Athlete
of the Year Marcus Brown.
Unfortunately, the Racers'
drive for another conference
title went awry.
Fresh off his experience as
an assistant during UCLA's
national championship run a
year ago, Gottfried tried to
incorporate his own coaching
style upon the Racers.
However, the zone defenses and halfcourl offenses
that Jim Harrick's Bruins
executed to perfection last
season were not suited for
this year's Racers, as the
!3Ch emes 1) did not use
MSU's team speed to full
effect, 2) led to inconsistent,
hesitant offensive play and
3) forced Brown and Vincent
Rainey to carry the scoring
load with one-on-one moves.
Perhaps Gottfried, who
was behind the UCLA bench
during Princeton's NCAA
Tournament upset of the
athletically-superior Bruins,
now understands that if an
express train of a team puts
on the brakes, it sometimes
comes to a crashing halt.
A 19-10 season and a trip
to the NIT is by no means a
poor season. But with the
heart-breaking loss to Austin
Peay in the OVC championship game and narrow
road losses to Purdue,
Louisville and Saint Louis,
in addition to the 89-85 NIT
defeat to Missouri, MSU fans
have to wonder what could
have been if Gottfried had
stuck to
the Racer's
strengths.
MSU will find out next
year how good a coach
Gottfried is. He will lose a lot
of experienced talent, but he
has six new recruits (none of
which is under 6'4") and a
fresh nucleus of players who
can be taught to play basketball the Gottfried way.

I
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Little big for MSU equestrian teaDl
But Little has not rested on
her laurels, as she is back in
the saddle for another run at
Marl Little loves horses.
the NCAA meet May 1-5 in Los
And whether she is compet- Angeles.
ing for the Murray State equesLittle has led the Racers to
trian team or jockeying Racer first place in the regional hunt
One around the Stewart seat division, winning two comStadium track after an MSU petitions· in open fences and
touchdown, Little, a senior placing second in two more at
from Bradenton, Fla., has the Middle Tennessee State
proven herself to be one of the Intercollegiate Horse Show
best riders in school history, if March 1-2 in Murfreesboro,
not the nation.
Tenn.
Last year, Little became th
Meanwhile, Little is poised to
first rider in NCAA history to qualify in open fences and open
capture two individual national flat in hunt seat competition
titles in the same season when and open stock seat. She can
she won the open fences and also ride with the Racers' hunt
intermediate stock seat classes seat and stock seat squads if
at the NCAA Championship MSU wins the regional meet
Horse Show.
April 6 at the Expo Center.

Bv MIKE

•

OHSTROM

SPOilS EDITOR

Little has enjoyed the success
she has had over the last 18
months despite the stress that
comes with riding. in multiple
classes, most of which contrast
each other.
"Last year, I won two national championships in two different riding styles, and it's going
to be another busy year," Little
said. "It's difficult mentally
because of the pressure you put
on yourself to help the team do
well, so it's demanding.
"Open stock seat is a new
competition, so I haven't had
much experience with it, but I
have been successful."
Little, who will graduate this
spring with a degree in animal
science, is also staging a return
to the Cacchione Cup, where

with hunter and jumper sta- although Racer One suffered a
bles, but it's hard to say where series of injuries during the
I'll be because of nationals," she football season.
"<Riding Racer One) was nice
said. "If I win the Cacchione
Cup, I get to train with the because I didn't have to look
national Olympic team in nice like I do with the equestriEurope for three months, so I an team," Little said. "I just
need my summer open for had to make sure that the horse
that."
looked good and ran well.
Little's career at MSU has
"(Racer One's injuries were)
been very satisfying, and she disappointing because I 'missed
says she would not trade her Homecoming, but the main
experiences for anything.
thing was to keep Racer One
"The top two things I've sound and healthy for years to
LITTLE
enjoyed at MSU have been come."
As an assistant coach, Little
she placed seventh among the being allowed by (head coach)
top 27 riders in the country. Patti Howard to assist with has become interested in the
However, the prestigious event coaching' the bunt seat jumping Racers' future.
''With as many new riders
may force Little to put some of and flat teams, and riding
her career plans on the back Racer One," Little said.
that we have," Little said, "we
burner.
Being Racer One's jockey was should be dominant because we
•rve been offered a few jobs especially gratifying for Little, have a lot of natural talent."

Basketcases dethrone Hoopsters
Top s eed prevails 3627 to claim women's
intra mural crown
BYCHRIS CAMPBEll
STAFf W RITEI

In a game featuring the regular season
champions and the defending tournament
champs, a heated match would be expected, but an easy win is what occurred.
The Basketcases, a first-year team, controlled the tempo of the entire game and
refused to let up as they went on to a 36-27
victory over the Hoopsters Wednesday in
the North Gym for the women's intramural basketball tournament title.
This was a team which went only two
deep on their bench and still managed to
do the things it took to defeat a returning
championship squad. This was due mainly
to the relationship and conditioning each
of the Basketcases held in common.
Danny Voweii/Photo

Editor

Lori Opp of the Basketcases looks to pass
while trapped by the Hoopsters durinJ the
wom e n's intramural basketball tournam ent final W e dnesday In the North Gym •
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Among the team
mark, when Krista Stalls
members
were "
We have all been
scored from inside the paint. •
three former MSU
But it was in the second
either working togeth- half when the defending
volleyball players
er on the court or
champs regained their focus.
(Melissa DeRan,
Sarah Boland, and
been playing a sport The team shot well and
Melissa Bridges),
attacked the goal, and their
the assistant volleywhich requires a lot defensive intensity picked up
of conditioning. " as well. It shifted the game's
ball coach (Becky
and
tempo from control to chaos for
Eggering),
three assistants to
Carol Jones both teams, as both squads
the women's bas- - - - - - - - - - - - committed turnovers regularly.
Still, the Basketcases held fast, and as
ketball team (Lea Robinson, Lori Opp, and
Carol Jones). Jones credited the victory to quickly as Stalls converted a three-point
this togetherness and familiarity with one play, Robinson returned the favor and
another.
drained a shot beyond the arc to extend the
"We have aU been either working togeth· lead to 33~20. The lead was cut as short as
er on the court or been playing a sport nine, but constant pressure was the key.
which requires a lot of conditioning," Jones
Controversy loomed toward the end of
said. "Either way, we had a lot of prepara- the game. In a series of possessions, the
tion physically for these games."
Baskctcases went to the line for one-andThe Basketcases controlled the game one foul shots, but the team was not in
from the opening tip. Robinson was a force bonus situation. The second time this
in the opening minutes, as she scored six almost occurred, the scorers' table correctquick points. At the other end of the court, ed the referee's decision.
Jones led the defensive attack, collecting
The championship game wns the pinnaseven first-half rebounds.
cle of the women's intramural season,
The Hoopsters had problems during the which saw new teams rise and make their .
first period, as they went scoreless after presence known, ana keeping the competiconverting their first basket until the 6:20 tion strong throughout the season.
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APRIL 5, 11 am-Spm
At Merv Griffin's Landing
FREE Food, Drinks & Giveaways!

Do you have enough cents to
come to Arby's Roast Beef Sale?

ONE FREE ENTRY
PER DAY
THRU MAR. 17

Right now you can get Arby's famous regular roast ~ef
sandwich for just 99~. So hurry to Arby's. kc:auw
missing a sale this~ would~ wnwless.

No purchase necessary, must
be 21. Complete rules at Merv
Griffin's Landing.

M!~· ~~ul;r Roast.BeefSale
9

Arby's 507 N. 12th St.

1Regular

Reg,.ler at Merv Gnffin'1landong , No purchase neceisory, mu.11 b. 21 yeo,. old
Complele rules availoble ot Playe•1 Ca1ina

Roast
1
JBeef Sandwich ~- :
I
I
L
r

99¢

Expires 3129

'L~nft.

• nnco

onl! per order
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Women's
Golf

Rifle
The Racer rifle team ended the
1995-96 season with the NCAA
Championships in Colorado
Springs, Co. The squad placed
eighth in the team a1r rifle
competition, which was won by
Xavier. West Virginia took the
overall national championship.
Meanwhile, Murray State's Ken
Hicks placed 17th in the
individual air rifle competition with
a total of 378 points. Here are the
final air rifle team and individual
scores:
TEAM STANDINGS:
1. Xavier
2. Kentucky
3. Air Force
4. Navy
5.West Virgtnia
6. Jacksonville State
7. Alaska-Fairbanks
8. Murray State

JACKSONVILLE STATE
INVITATIONAL:
Day 1 Day 2 Total
MSU
~
~1
~
Stevenson (2nd) 159 (80-79), Steely
(1st ,individual) 166 (84-82), Mcleary
175 (88-87).
SPRING HILL INVITATIONAL:
Day 1 Day2 Total
MSU
363
~
7rr7
Stevenson (5th) 170 (87-83), Roach
(8th) 181 (90-91),
187 (97·
90), Steely 193 (95·98 . Langford
(Individual) 185 (89· )

Doyle, Thllnka for • greet night big
boyl Psyche!
?
Girls! Don't date J. M. He's • lying,
cheating _ _ who has • minimum
of four girlfriend• at once.
Congretuletlona SUSAH KRAMPE fot
being Inducted Into Omicron Delta
Kappa. We love you! Love, your ....
tera ln AOfl .
Rlb-lt, Alb-it. Mud Ball Ia comlngl

NOTICE
ATTENTION ALL
STUOENTSIII
GRANTS 6 SCHOLARSHIPS AVAIL·
ABLEI BILLIONS OF$$$ IN PRIVATE
FUNDING. QUALIFY IMMEDIATELY.
1 888 AID-2-HELP ( 1 800 243-2435 )
Learn how to become Hlf·
employedll For lnform•tlon Hnd
$2.00 and • Hll addressed atamped
envelope to Coray Teeter 312 Baptist
St. Providence, KY 42450.
Soul Alght radio show - Every Friday
night, midnight • 2 a.m. on 91.3
WKMS. Baby Nupe and LA Brooks.

A WONDERFUL FAMILY EXPERI·
ENCE • Scandinavia, European,
SOuth American, Aalen, Ru..lan
hi gh school students arrivi ng
August. Become 1 host f•mllyi AISE.
Call BOO-SIBLING.
ATTENTION MARRIED WOMEN •
Conteatente wanted for Mre.
Kentucky Am•rlcll® pageant. For
free Information, call 800-888-1413.
You must ask for Judy.

•ue•

3·111
PAGEANT: Wanted g lr1a
for Mise Kentucky Coed TMn, PreTeen, Prlneen Pageant. Application
or broehura, cell 800-484·9262, ext.
8705 $10,000 In prizes awerded.
MIUTARY RETIREE • Chllmpua supplement. will pay the 25% allowed,

TUESDAY

At Hilton Head, S.C.:
SINGLES:
1 Cates (3-2); 2. Zimmer (3-2); 3.
Carroll (4·1); 4. Berryman (2-3), 5.
Gemmill (0·4), Brooks (1-<>); s. Brooks
(2·2), Jones (0·1).
DOUBLES:
1. Cates/Carroll (3·2); 2.
Berryman/Zimmer (3·2): 3.
Gemmiii/Jones (1-4).

RED HOTI111111 Mercury Coug•r.
Power everything, AWFM CISHtte,
lilt. cruise, leather Interior, tinted
window, and • verage mlleagel $8000
or beet offer, C811762-3708.
Six dl.c Alpine changer (car) $250,
also new eplphone acouatlc guitar,
cell 762-&159 or 762·25711.
Tandy RLX 1000 with dot matrix
print81 and student deek. Call 7594147 •Iter 5:00.
MOBILE HOME LOAHS • 5% down,
refinancing, equity lo•n. Free sellers
package, lend and home loane.
GrMn Tree Flnenclll, ~95-1900.
Netlon'e leedlng mobile home tender.
MOBILE HOME REPOS FOR SALE •
Single• end doubles. Flnenclng
available. CIMn, late model home•.
Green Tr• • Financial Corporation of
Kentucky. 606·223·1010, 800·221·
8204.
TANNING BEDS • WoiH and
Sunmaater. Factory direct to public.
Eliminate middle m•n. Save hundreds. Money bKk guarantee. Home
or commercial. Easy payments. Free
c atalog. 8GO-Keep-A·T•n or 800-533·
7282.
$555 POOLS POOLS $555 - Free
a...mbly on new 19x31 family pool
during early bird special. Include•
dack, filter, llne1, heating device and
morel 100% financing. 800-848-2725.
AAA POOLS • New '115 poole drutl·
catty reduced for clearance Nle! For
example 1SI'x31 ' 0 .0. pool with •undack, fence a flher only $988 complete! tOO% financing. Hurryl Call
Sue at 800·7611-60581 Limited areal
WOLFF TAN NING BEDS • Ten at
home. Buy direct end ••vel
Commercial end home unite from
$199.00. Low monthly peymente.
Free color catalog. Cell today 800.
842·1305.
LOG HOMES • Design services. Free
brochura. Honest Abe Log Homes,
3855 Clay County Highway, Dept. CK,
Mon. TennenM 38575. 8G0-231·
3695.

~
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Men's Tennis- Tennessee State vs. MSU at 2:45p.m. at the Bennie
Purcell Tennis Courts
Women'• GoH· SIU Salukl lnvitational in Carbondale, Ill.
Women'a Tennia- Tennessee State vs. MSU at 2:30p.m. at the
Bennie Purcell Tennis Courts

WEDNESDAY
Men's Tenni s· Tennessee-Martin vs. MSU at 2:45p.m. at the Bennie
Purcell Tennis Courts
Chad E. Holder/Graphics Edlt>r

FREE COLOR UTERATURE ·See the
Palm H•rbor EnerGmiMr Home. 2d
walla, thennopane window•, drywaU,
R22·19-30 ln•ulatlon. Call Ms. Brown
at 800.758...272, ext. 239. F.ctory
toura available.
ZAP THE FAT • lou 1().29 lba., 30
day money back gue.r antM100% net·
ural. Doctor recommended. VIsa,
Muterc•rd accepted. 800-551·1587.
WOLFF TANNING BEDS, MONTEGO
BAY • Home a Commercial Units.
F.ctory direct. Financing available.
90 days ume • cash. Units etart ••
low u $109. C.IIB00-247-4301.
SENSATIONAL SAVINGS ON BOB
TIMBERLAKE • Veatlgee and
Vlotorlen •ampl81 by lexington
lnduatrlea. Alao, Stanley, Cochrane,
L&Z·Boy, Juper Ceblnet, IK imblll,
American Drww end many othera.
Outstanding cratt.menahlp for the
creatlw llfMtyle. 502-46H713 trom
9:30·8 (EST). Town 6 Country
Furniture, 28 yeara In C•mpbell•vllle,
Ky.
DIABETICS!-Ol d you know medicare
covers diabetic supplies. Take
advantege of your medk:ara benefit•
for dl•betlc aupplle•. Cell Liberty
u.ctlcet Supply. 800-762-3026 mention •2036.
LAKE BARKLEY, KY • Final closeout
•ale. Save thouHnde on belutlful
lake ecceN property. 1· to 6 ec. tTom
$5,900. Huny, selling full They'll be
gone by Spring! C•ll today 800-8581323, ext 10&.

bold, beautiful memortea. A fun place
for a Wedding! 800-242·7115.
ELEGANT SMOKY MOUNTAIN WEDDINGS • Seven yNra experience,
plan your special day with u e.
Be•utlful white chapele, ordained
mlnlatera, no blood teat ot waiting,
•Honeymoon Lodging~ a.ttlnburg,
800-258-87V7, Plgeontorge 800--4088517.
BRANSON MISSOURI GETAWAY •
Package Include• 4 dey• and 3
nights deluxe accommodations, dou·
ble occupancy. Two show tickets $8t
limited offer. C•ll 800.548-5462.
Dlecounts on attractions, dining.
FREE, WEDDING PACKET! • Cell
Chapel In the V•lley, Gatlinburg,
TeM., fot f1'11e lntonnatlon to melee
your Srnc*y Mountain wedding, simple, easy, end .tfotdable. 1100-122·

4573.
SEAGROVE BEACH, FLORIDA •
BNch resort community of townhomM end cottage~. Pool, Iennie,
nahlng, picnicking • mote. South
Walton BMett -Aeelty,..J00-346-0128.

WEDDING BEU.S IN THE SUOKIES •
A unique wedding chapel has everything tor lese. Specl•t offer:
Ceremony, plcturaa, video, floWitfl.
$110,000. Glw us • call. 80().9222052.
COMPLETE WEDDING SERVICES •
In Smoky Mountain Wedding
Chapels. Rustle log and elegant contemporary. Very affordable end belutlful. Call for frae Information. eoo262-56831n Dollywoocl Country.

HELP WANTED
SERVICES
A BEAUTIFUL CANDLELIGHT • Old·
Fa•hloned
Weddi ng,
Smoky
Mounlaln ne•r Gatlinburg, overlook·
lng river, horae-drawn carriage, cabIna, jacuzzi, ordained ministate. No
teat or welting. Heartland 800-4488697(VOWS)
GATLINBURG WEDDING MEMORIES
- at lh•lr finest from the mo•t humble
to the moat elegant gathering, our
memorlee et•ff and lovely facllltlu
are experts In creating peraonellzed

Seeking wann, caring people for c~
tel children's summer camp In
upstate N- York. Swimming, water
and land •ports, Aac, horaee,
dance, mt. biking, rlfelry, archery,
computltr'8, elrama, kitchen end
maintenance. Competitive lllllrlee.
1-800-782-5319.
SUMMER CAMP STAFF WANTeD
St•ff needed for 2 Girl Scout
Ruldent Campa. Bear Craek
Aquatic Camp on Ky. Lake/Camp
Pennyroyal near Owensboro, KY.
Position• IIVelleble: CampDirectot,

RATES (Firat 20 Words)
With MSU ID: 15e per word Without MSU ID: 20¢ per word
Over 20 Words
With MSU ID; 1~ per word W1thout MSU ID: 15e per word
NO ADS WILL BE ACCEPTED OVER THE PHONE!

Deadline.......Wednesday noon
Hours: Monday-Friday 8:30 a.m.-4:30p.m.
Closed on weekends and holidays

y

Men's Tennis· Evansville vs. MSU at 11 a.m. at the Bennie Purcell
Tennis Courts
Rodeo· MSU Intercollegiate Rodeo Show at the Expo Center
Rugby· Nash-Bash Rugby Tournament in Nashville, Tenn.
Track and Field· Alabama Relays in Tuscaloosa. Ala.
Women's Tennis· MSU vs. Tennessee-Martin at 2 p.m. in Martin, Tenn

Women 's Golf· SIU Saluki Invitational in Carbondale, Ill.

Mi:lcLisliFIED
NEWS
AD POLICY
~ II. I
"--"""'

SATURDAY:

Men's Tennis • MSU vs. Southern Illinois at 10 a.m. in Carbondale,lll.
Rugby· Nash-Bash Rugby Tournament in Nashville, Tenn.
Women 's Tennis- Evansville vs. MSU at 1 p.m. at Purcell Courts

Women 's
Tennis

FOR SALE

Ms. Hall, EraHrl Thankl tor your
help with lnvltetlon•. Amanda

Men's Tennis- MSU vs. Southern IllinoiS in Carbondale, Ill.
Rodeo- MSU Intercollegiate Rodeo Show at the Expo Center
Track and Field- Alabama Relays in Tuscaloosa, Ala.

MONDAY

plus 100% of all excess charges. Fot
brochura, ceiiB00-627·2824, ext. 259.

CARPE DIEM! SEIZE THE DAY!

TODAY

SUNDAY

Kirud

INDIVIDUAL RESULTS:
1. Amanda Stone
377
2. Kristi Noakes-Penrod
376
3. Ken Hicks
372
4. lryt Chance
372

1'\onc:iL

Sports Calendar

The Lady Racer golf team played welt
over Spnng Breal< In placing second
athe the Jacksonville State InVitational
and third at the Spring Hill Invitational.

1549
1542
1539
1537
1531
1530
1524
1497

PERSONALS

11 1

SCORECARD

MatCh 22,

Ads may be mailed along with payment to:
Clasaifieds Department, The Murray State News
2609 University Station, Murray, Kentucky 42071 ·3301
OR bring it to Wilson Hall Rm. 111
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Sports
Noteboo k
Brandi Stevenson and Mar cus Brown have been
named Racers of the Week.
Stevenson led the Murray State women's go lf team to
second at the Jacksonville State Invitational and third at
the Spring Hill Invitational. The sophomore fro m Bowling
Green celebrated her spring break by shooting a 36-hole
total of 159 (80-79) to capture second place at Jacksonville
State after finishing in a tie for fifth with a 170 (87-83) at
the Spring Hill tournament.
Brown, a 6'3" senior guard from West Memphis, Ark.,
completed his collegiate basketball career at Murray State
with 30 points and five assists in the Racers' 89-85 loss to
Missouri in the first round of the National Invitational
Tournament March 13 in Columbia, Mo. A third team AllAmerican and the second-highest scorer in MSU history,
Brown is projected to be selected between the 15th and
25th picks in the first round of the National Basketball
Association Draft.

ANiatant Dtractof, Waterlront Steff,
ISOIItlng Staff, Unit Ste" , EMT/Nuree,
Bualneu Mgr. For more lntonnatJon
cont.ct Kelley Mulllney at the
Kentucklana Girl Scout Council
(502) S36-0900 Equal Opportunity
Employer.
NEW CAR CONSULTANT • H•ve
ac:ee.. to en International FIMt
Networtt of n - cera. Sllow people
how to buy at coat while making
llrgelncome. 502-4e1·7237.
DRIVERS· $36,000+ yNrly, up to 36C
• mile, be home every ~12 daye, frM
medical, dental, retlrament. $1000
terp, $500 safety bonue. Assigned
tractora. Homady Truck Line 800.
~M.

DRIVERS • Solo ot teema, $2000.00
lfgn-on. Top te8m• earn $104,000+,
top lnllnera eem 70k+, majot beneflta, motel A dMdhMd pay. Covel\llnt
Tren•port 800-441 ...394. Student•
ceiiii00-338-6428.
DRIVERS - Singles or teams, 010
lee•e program. No mohey down.
Must meet DOT ~ulrement Lett
model walk-ln. Call Arctic Eltpreea

1100-127-4431.
EPES HAUUNG • A tilt bed comp~~ny
needs experienced drlvera. Epa•
Hauling offare: Flatbed training,
greet pay, home weetdy, 94 end 95
conv..,tlonal trec:tora, atop off, terp
pay, urtaty end performanee bonus,
medical end dental Insurance, vac.tlon • nd holld•y pay, 401 K pt•n,
eetelllte communication. Call 800·
248-6537 or 80().221-9620 for lnfof'o
matlon on • company that c•ree.
Company drlvera end owner operetote needed.
AVON, $7·$15 A HOUR · Start up hot•
line 1-800-SELL·AVON (80-100% by
telephone). Local training a.n d support. We will teach you to m•k•
money! If• eeayl Independent Sales
R~ve 800-735-52&e.

Msu

DRIVERS, OVER THE ROAD • 35
statu. Fl•t with aldM, late model
convention•!•. 3 ya111 experience.
Start 30¢ • mile plus ben•flte. Call
800-444-6648.

om.

DRIVERS,
GET A LIFE! • And
make It grNt with FTL. Teems w•nt·
ed, no northN8t, home policy, no
t ouch fralght, min. 23, 1
COL
wiHazmet. Pnchell Truck LlnH, 800.
848-0405. EOE.

yr. om.

DRIVERS EOE • Join a teem of le•dera. Maverick drivers, 1 tough act to
follow. Enjoy benefits and getllng
home. Maverick Tranaport•tion, Inc.
80G-2Q-1100.
DRIVERS, OTR · ADS $1,000 sign-on
bonus. Limited openings for expert·
anced flatbed drlvera. A..lgned con·
ventlona, beneflte, 401 K, and ITIOI'8,
Call tod•yl ~48-3438. ext. 1007.
operetora welcome.

o-

DRIVERS • Spend WHkenda home
this summ•rl Regional fl•tbtcl runs
kMp you e1oae to home and f•mlly,
$32,000+ annually. Great benenta.
One yeer OTR required . Wabeeti
Valley 800-248-6305.
EXPERIENCED DRIVERS • N- pay
•care, premium conventlonala, v•na,
flats, dedicated, up to .32e • mile, full
benefits. Bulldere Trensport 8G0-822·
2189 ext. D-e.
DRIVER, DECKER TRANSPORT CO. ·
Neahvllle office nelda qualified dri·
vera. 2 ye•re OTR exp. Start .211e
centa par mila. Paid medical end den·
tel. Cell: Mike Sapp: 800·544·2848.
Ruource Personnel Service.
DRIVERS • CXIPFT Roblfeon nelda
experienced OTR drivers for 1111n or
fl•tbed. Start up to 29 cents .,..- mite.
No forced to NY City. Must be 23. C•ll
800-473-5581.

Sunset Boulevard Music
# 7 Dixieland Center on C hestnut St.
J11st I B lockfrom MSU I>orms!!l
.fC:U~~::tlif~'\.. Monday-

INDEX
PERSONALS
ROOMMATES
BUSINESS
SERVICES
FOR RENT
FOR SALE
HELP WANTED
LOST & FOUND
RIDES
MISC.
NOTICE
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Saturday 10 a.m. - 6 p.m.
753-0113

szoo Off

SJOO Off
Any Compact Disc' Any Cassette Tapa 1
!C!!!.!9n

YourAY#A."INE.

_.. ._......,._,

Expires Apri l 5

Car Stereo -Custom Installation
Coupon good towards purchase of regular pnced merchandise only, nol
valid in combination with any other specials, discounts or offers.

Home Comforts SALE
PAPASAN CHAIRS............................$99
w/ choice of pad
MACAO COLLECTION INCLUDING

GOOD LUCK TO

SETT'EE .•.••••••••••.•••••••. $ 160

CHAIR .••••...••.•••••.••••. $ 80
ROCKER ......................$ I 00
641 South

Puryear, Tenn.

901-247-5798

Serving Mexican Food
& Deli Sandwiches from
11 a.m. - 11 p.m.
Bar open till midnight

Shack Shakers

LAMPS ...........................20% Off
SOLID PADS AND PILLOWS ..... 20% Off
A LL RAG RUGS .................................. 20% Off
SELECTED

FIND MORE BIG PLEASURES AT SMALL
PRICES NOW THRU FRIDAY, MARCH 2~

Anniversary

Night Fish
*Sorry, no minors after 9:30p.m.

'A

Love,
your sisters
inAl:A

Big Apple's

Saturday, March

IN THE
MISS MSU PAG~ANT

University Plaza
Chestn t t .

112

1be Murray Sl:llk Netn I

NEWS

CHOICE
Continued from Page 1

allotted to members of each class, such as
senior, junior, sophomore and freshman classes.
"We want to see residential colleges go forward," Hulick said. "We didn't want to be in a
position where a single issued stood in the way
of its success."
While Robertson said campus and community
religious leaders were only one group influencing the change, both the First Baptist Church
and the campus ministry association said they

LAWSUITS
Continued from Page 1

refusing to extend the statute
of limitations, we were unable
to settle the claims within the
one year statute of limitations.
We had hoped it would be set-

had plans to continue pursuing the issue if no
action had resulted from their previous meetings.
"We stopped just" short of sending an official
open letter to the administration," Garvin said.
Montgomery confirmed that his association's
plan was the same.
"The campus ministry association began the
process of writing a statement asking that
there be a choice," he said.
Montgomery said part of the letter was completed prior to Spring Break when the association was able to meet with University officials
and a resolution resulted.

tled last Friday."
"It takes two to settle." he
added. "We would hope that we
might still reach a reasonable
settlement."
Thomas noted that although
Young is named in the com·
plaint, Hanover Insurance is

actually handling the claims.
Mike Buckley, a spokesperson for Hanover, said the company insured the van.
"In this case I think we're
involved because we are a
University insurer," he said.
John Fitzgibbon, vice presi-

March 22, 1996

munications with plans to pursue a career in secondary education.

Ginger."
Flanagan also said that she
believes Adams would sincerely
Continued from Page 1
appreciate the efforts the siswho was involved in the wreck, ters of Alpha Omicron Pi have
and who was a close (riend of made.
Adams. Flanagan said that as a
"I think everything they are
squad they do not normally dis- doing is great and Ginger
cuss the wreck.
would love it," she said.
"Even though it has been a
In remembrance of Adams,
year, no one's forgotten, but no her parents have established a
one is staying down about it scholarship to be awarded to a
either," Flanagan said. "We all Murray State student majoring
have happy memories of in journalism, English or com-

MEMORIES

The first recipient of the
award was Kathy Story, a
junior English major from
Kuttawa.
Upon receiving the scholarship, Story said, "I think the
circumstances surrounding the
situation are sad and I wish
they were different, but the
money is greatly appreciated."

dent for University Relations
and Administration, declined to
comment.
"The University does not
have any comment regarding
pending litigation against the
University or its employees," he
said.

Good Luck to all the
Ladies in Miss MSU!

DUSTY'

Seniors
Consider

Washers still

75¢

Rudy's

c?tfountailt
'Valley.
~tei
Sir-c:.1871

The Bureau of Labor and Statistics reports that the
median annual salary of those with a professional
degree such as an MBA, MA or MS is $67,131 compared to $34,666 with only a bachelor's.

On the Square
Home of the best
burgers as per Southern
Uving magazine.
Monday - Friday
'l
5 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Friday 4 - 9 p.m. ~
753-1632
~

Join the growing number of students entering a
graduate study at Murray State. Give yourself
a better opportunity for:
1.
2.

Laundry Service & Alterations

Greater flexibility and more rapid
career advancement.
A higher beginning salary that remains
with you throughout your careers.

Call Your Papa
For Free Delivery
kitchen & home
The charming yellow cottage at

408 S. 12th St. in Murray
Available on campus

Oetiret'iirfl·
Tfte ~-fil'le-Ot R:~·za.•/
(f

753-0545

7 5 3 -0819

Serving Murray
Pick-up

Delivery

Dixieland Shopping Center

753-6666

2 Sided Color Copies

*

753·7117

Coming Soon

l!gnPius

Papa John's will be accepting MSU
declining balance after 9 p.m.

Panhellenic would like to
ula
new officers
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Top pmg
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1 : &: An Order of Breadsticks : : Two Cans of Coca-Coin®
Classic

:I $6.98 :I :I $8.96 ::I I

$5.96

I

toppings extr1.

I Expires .S/30196 Not valid w1th any
othq offer Vahd only at
1
I partiopatmg locations. Cu.,tomer
pays all apphcable sales tax.
I
Addinonal toppmgs eJ<tra
I
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Two Small Up To Pive 1
1
Toppings
of Your Choice 1
I

: $6.98 :: $6.98 : :
I

Two Tens for Ten
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